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HIDING IN TRUNK
+ IS BERT ROBERTS
4
•
V
0
•
„ 
Youth Who Escaped From Po-
lice in Louisville
('aught By Detectives and Patrolmen
By Merest Accident at Sister's
Home.
CLEVER BOY BURGLAR'S END
Secreted in a trunk, Bert Roberts,
16 years old, the confessed house
breaker, who escaped from the police
in Louisville, and walked In and out
of police headquarters -in Paducah
without molestation, was found this
morning by Patrolmen Dick Wood,
William Moore and Detectives Moore
and Baker rat the residence of his
sister, Mrs. Hart, on Harrison street
between Third and Fourth streets.
The search for young Roberts has
been exhaustive, and once the detec-
tives had him within their grasp
when he escaped through Detective
T. J. Moore's arms in his night
clothes. He will be taken 10 the re-
form school at once.
Bert Roberts is, perhaps, the
toughest of Paducah's young crim-
inals. Several years ago he first
- made his appearance as a criminal by
holding up a men on the Rowland-
town road with a rifle. His next vent-
ures were petty thefts and he landed
In the reform school with a three
year term. He had been in four
months when he escaped. Returning
to Paducah the boy was not moleeted,
the police believing that he had re-
formed, when several house break-
ing cares were reported, and Roberts
proved to be the -leader a the band
of juvenile criminals responsible for
them.
A confession was secured by Pa-
trolmen Clark and -Senders and Spec-
ial Officer Patillo Kirk, of the liii-
uol Central. County Judge IR. T.
Lightfoot sentenced Roberts to 5
years and the others 3 years in the
reformatory. Detectives Moore and
Baker with Police Lieut, Tom Pot-
ter started with the boys and at
Louisville Roberts made a euccessful
dash for liberty, returning home be-
fore the policemen arrived. Since
then a lively chase had been made
for the fugitive.
Sunday night at 12- o'clock the de-
tectives got on a Cairo freight train
and rode to the Cohankus Menufact-
uring company, thinking Roberts
would take the train and escape to
Illinois. He did not, and in the
meantime Patrolmen Wood and Orr
had secured a tip that the boy was
at his sister's house. They went at
2 o'clock to her home and were read-
ily admitted. No trace of the boy
could be found and the party was In
the act of leaving when the trays of
a trunk were seen under the bed.
This gave them a clew and going to a
large trunk they lifted the top.
Roberts was inelde and seeing that
escape was impossible he drowsed and
went with the policemen to jail. They
will take no chances with turn again,
and will put the handcuffs on him
when taken to Lexington to the re-
formatory.
BIG SHOW HOAT
Is Being Built by Mr. Gent Ready
for &aeon.
A barge 70 by 30 feet is being fit-
ted out by the senior member of the
firm of Gent & FAllott into a show
boat and he will finish it before the
season opens If possible. lie has tin-
lard repairs to hio towboat and has
aeoommodetions on the latter for the
rue crew and. 12, members of tile
show company. He will start the
first "floating ,palace" ever built In
Paducah and claiming Paducah its
home.
QUINL'Y WALLACE GOMIS
TO MEMPHIS TONIGHT.
Mr, Quince), Wallace, secretary of
the Pike protective board of the
brotherhood of railway carmen, wilt
leave tonight for Memphis to attend
the annual meeting of the board to
outline a male to be presented to
&later offictels in the spring. Mrs.
-Wallace wilt accompany Wm.
A TRAP OR nievv*Toart
RATS BORN TO THEIR DOOM.
..----eseassasoarse-s*-- ---•-
M, G. Male. of 408 South Fifth
street, honest a patent wire rat trap
lest week to set in Me yard mid Sun
day morning was( surptilled to find
twenty rats In It. A 111Mtber had
given birth to 19 chNdreo in the trap.
WHOLE FAMILY DEAD.
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 11.—
Will Ryan, a child aged four
months, was found asphyxiated
in bed today by pollee. Neigh-
bors noticed the blinds were
down and notified the police.
Entering the house they found
the entire family dead. The
mother was clinging to the baby
in arms.
Boy Assassins.
, Chattanooga, Fete le—
Fred Mills and Gordon Orrell,
/5 years old, were arrested on
the charge of assassinating Wal-
ter Ellis, 27 years old, at Moun-
tain Junction. It is said liquor
was at the bottom of the crime
which followed a friendly wres-
tle between Orrell and Filis in
which Ellis was thrown. It is
claimed Mills fired the fatal
shot.
DAMAGE GREAT.
London, Ky., Feb. 11.—De-
velopments today show the dam-
age done by the explosion In the
chemical research department
of the Woolfich arsenal was
much greater than at first sup-
posed. Houses for miles around
were shaken. Every window In
town was broken and the entire
population thrown into a panic.
The damage to the laboratory is
fully $100,000.
LURID DISPATCH.
San Francisco, Feb. 11.—
President Leitmoe, of the Japan-
ese exclusion league, sent a lurid
dispatch to Mayor Schmitz at
Washington, saying: "The lea-
gue demands exclusion by act of
congress, not by treaty, and will
not yield an iota of our rights
as a sovereign people, regardless
of the cost and consequence.
California is a white mall's coun-
try and no Caucasian grave
yard."
BUY FOUR PERCENTS.
Washington, Feb. 11.— Sec-
retary of the Treasury Shaw to-
day announced he would buy
li115,000,000 worth short four
per cent. bonds at 101%.
ROB MFASSENG ER.
Moe-ow, Feb. 11.—A messen-
ger while on his way to the bank
today was held up by ten armed
men and robbed of $2.'1,000.
The highwaymen in their flight
dropped 'a bag containing $3,-
500, hut got away with the bal.
wire.
TUGMLEN STRIKE.
New York, Feb. 11.—The tug-
men's strike in the New York
harbor seems certain. Union
officials assert the strike will
soon result in a coal famine in
New York. The men add that
they are well prepared financial-
ly for a long period of idleness.
GRAIN MARKETfl
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.—Wheat,
79; corn, 4714; oata, 43,
INQUIRY IS MADE
OF ALBERT DOYLE
In an inquiry from a woman at
Youngstown, 0., concerning the
whereabouts of her brother, Albert
L. Doyle, is found the first clew to
the identity of the stranger murder-
ed and burned In t'ne fire at May•fleld
a week ago. The woman said her
brother left home a few days before
the murder. There Drive bean ao fur-
ther developments in the rase. Gov-
ernor Beckham has offered a reward
of $250 for the apprehension of the
guilty parties. it is understood that
Paducab detectives may go to May-
field and work on the case.
Schmitz Is Sanguine.
Washington, Feb. 11—Mayor
Schmitz, of San Francisco, announc-
es that the Japanese school question
is in a fair way for satisfactory set-
tlement. Authority that cannot be
quoted, however, intimates that tiie
whole thing is again in the sir.
A laboring man In Mexico think'.
he is entitled to 131 holidays out of
365 days of the year.
There ii only one kind of a
newspaper clindation statement
that kraerth any consIdeentio
end that( I. 11w'; dialy detailed
statement. TI Sun is the only
Paducah pep' printing such a
aratement.
EMPLOY LAWYERS
IN POLICE CASE
'ro Test Validity of Charter
Tinkering
Members of General Council Will
Have Advocate in Court of
Appeals.
COMMISSIONERS MAY FOLLOW
Lively litigation bids fair to suc-
ceed the "friendly suit" Instituted at
the behest of the general council by
the city solicitor to determine the
constitutionality of the charter
ameadment, fixing the minimum po-
lice force for Paducah at 30 men. As
soon as Judge Reed, ordered a judg-
ment drawn, upholding the constitu-
tionality of the amendment, City So-
licitor Campbell, was notified that
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry had been
employed An the case, and the undei-
standing received by the solicitor
was that the firm is employed to con-
test the constitutionality of the pro-
vision,
Solicitor Campbell then notified
the police commissioners, so that
they may go ahead and fight the
case, df ttey wish, and the matter
will come up at their meeting to-
night.
This action probably will delay
the ultimate decision of the case.
"The record has not yet been
made up," mild Mr. Campbell, "but
as soon as it is I shall go to Frank-
fort and endeavor to get the case ad-
vanced on the docket. However, If
the case becomes encumbered with a
heavy record, I doubt If I succeed.
One of the first things asked when a
lawyer wishes to advance a case, is
whether the record is voluminous. I
shall submit a brief. I presume
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry will, and
If the police commissioners employ
an attorneys, the will be three
briefs."
It is stated that the reason Wheel-
er, Hughes & Berry were employed,
was that some Republican members
of the general council are so thor-
oughly convinced, after securing le-
gal advice on the subject, that the
case can be won, their position sus-
tained and the public treasury saved
a few thousand dollars annuallyehat
they desire to have an advocate to
present their side of the contention
as forcibly as possible to the court of
appeals.
Money is provided to pay the po-
llee during the pendency of the suit,
so no damages will be occasioned by
the litigation.
SUN SPOTS VISIBLE.
Smoked Glam. All That Is Needed to
Witness Phenomena.
If the sun shines on tomorrow,
smoke a piece of glass, look at the
sun through it, and you will discern
two spots on that great luminary—
an Indication that unusual disturb-
ances are taking place on the burn-
ing ball. Spots on the sun, Seen
through telescopes, are not, infre-
quent, but when they are large
enough to be seen by the naked eye,
through a smoked glase It is an ex-
traordinary occurrence.
They were first discovered early
Saturday, Just after the sun broke
through the heavy, smoke-laden
clouds that hovered over the city,
and could be seen distinctly through
the smoked glass. They may be seen
at any time of the day.
The spots are new east of the cen-
ter and will move slowly across to
the western edge and will disappear
-within six or eight days.
INTERINTIN(4 REVIVAL ON
AT MIECHANDEBUIVI CHURCH.
A revival was begun yesterday at
the Mechankerburg M. church that
Promises to be one of much Interest.
The Rev. C. P. Adams, of Bowling
Green, 19 aseesting the meter; the
Rev. J. II. Perryman, and preached
Inneterday at. both the morning and
evening hour. He is an eloquent
speaker and held the intereet of the
large 'crowd who heard him yeater-
day. There will be !Revives ail the
week at 1 ahd 9'.-30 p. tn.
Engine Lewes Whistle.
Beene; lee. 1339; was run under
the coal hoist in the total 1/111nois
Central yards -esterdts.3, for a real-
ing. The hoist .was accidents/1Y
dropped too soon and mrle  off the
Whistle and part of the cab. The en-
gine win be out of commission a day
or twO.
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GUNBOAT PADUCAH MAY COME UP THE RIVER FROM NEW
ORLEANS, HER PRESENT STATION, AFTER THE MARDI GRAS
Mobile Feb. 11.—The 'United
States gunboat, Paducah, arrived last
nifibt to take psi La. the Mardi Gras
celebration.
It Ls probable that the city
will communicate with the war de- first time the busy little craft has
partment and endeavor to induce been off serious duty for several
the secretary to permit the Paducah months, haviug participated in the
to come up the river to this port and
receive the silver service, which will
be purchased for her. This is the
events around Santo Domingo and
other islands during the revolutions
there.
EIGHTY COVERS
AT BIG BANQUET
Paducah Business Men Will
Give Spread For Chicago
Hotel Men at Palmer House
February 20.
WILL BE AN ELEGANT AFFAIR.
Wednesday night, February 20,
has been selected as the date for the
banquet to be given by Paducah bus-
inese men to Mr. John C. Roth, and
Judge Laughlin, of Chicago and resi-
dent directors of the Palmer house,
in the Palmer house banquet hall.
The affair will be the finest banquet
ever given in western Kentucky.
There will be 80 plates and the fore-
most business men of Paducah have
signified their Intention to partici-
pate. The Palmer house In the ex-
penditure of upward of $100,000 has
patronized almost exclusively Padu-
cah firms, and it is in the way of a
testimonial of the appreciation such
local smith deserves that the banquet
is being gived. The magnificent din-
ing room WAS opened this morn?hg
and the hotel Is now on the European
plan.
ROBBER WOMAN
ON STREETS OF MEMPHIS.
Memehke Feb. 1,1.---Mrs, Mercedes
Donovan. aged 27, wife of Lieut.
Eugene V. Donovan of the fire de-
piertnient, was murdered and robbed
by an unknown man on Commerce
avenue, near Third, at 9:2.0. o'clock
Sat urday night.
Some of the witnemee declare that
the man was a white man, while
others Mate he was a negro.
The man lstruck Mrs. f)onrivein In
the back of the heads between. the
ears and at the beat of the hrain,
breaking her neek
Rh, Med 'shortly 'after being taken
to her home, 103 Common-se avenue.
Mrs. Donovan was accompanied by!
her little three-searseld daughter.
Portnna Donovan, and her small
brother, ?rankle Sehle, aged 11, and
her sister, Jeanette Aehle, aged 9.
FILES SOUTH DAKOTA CHARGES.
Senate Investigating Committee Ac-
cuses Governor Herreld.
Pierre, S. D., Feb. II.— The com-
mittee to investigate statements
againeecertain state officers reported
te the senate today, charging ex-Gov-
ernor Herreid with drawing large
sums of money- as contingent funds
without authority of law. The com-
mittee else charges the state railway
commission with the payment of
money to an attorney in eolation of
the constitution and to a warehouse
Inspector in violation of law.
WAUKEGAN WOMAN OF 105 DIES
More Than Half a Century as Resl-
denrof North Shore Town.
Chicago, Feb. 11. —Mrs. Patrick
Gin-Icy, 105 years old, died In Wale
'vegan yesterday. Her great age has
been verified by the- parish records of
her birthplace in Ireland. She had
enjoyed good health all her life, and
had been a resident of Wankeean
more than hallea century. She spoke
the pure Gaelic language,
SLAUGHTER HOUSES MUST.
BE MOVED Otrr OF CITY.
At the meeting of the board of
hetrith tonight the question of Clew-
ing slaughter houses within the oity
limits will be discussed further.
There seems no slackening In the
lx•ard's purpose to order all Waugh-
ter houses outside the city limits. It
will be ascertained how far the order
has been complied with by the
butchers.
Iron and Steel Exportations.
'Aratehinglon, Feb. 11 - The ex-
portation of Iron and steel manufact-
ures reached their highest record dur-
ing the pare year, according to fig-
ures compile-1 by the bereau of stialw
tics of the department of corn MIMS
and labor. The total of thews pro-
ducts exported in the calendar leer
196.6 aggregated $172,1i00,0()0, An
increase Of $30,400,411,10 over the pre-
cedilla year.
After a Stallion.
Maser& George Goodman and It
R. Phillips went to Lexington (oda%
to meet *oft Isbell. and negotiate
for a fine. WaGon. They will pey, sal
high as $3.000 for one. It he to he
tem property of the bounty elob.
KITTY LEAGUE DEAD.
Vincennes and Only Attend
Obsequies.
The Big Pour league is ElSCIPPd. At
a meeting at Pana at which were rep-
resented Mattoon, Charleston, Paris,
Shelbyville, Sullivan, Taylorville,
Liechfield and Pane the league form-
ally: was organized, and plans were
made for a meeting at Charleeton
Tuesday, when the organization will
be completed by the election of 015-
CM.
That the Kitty league is a dead or-
ganization is fulty conceded. Dan.
yule now refuses to remain a mem-
ber of it under any consider:item and
Vincennes, the town that wanted it
most is now trying to become a mem-
ber of the new league.
$2,000,0e0 AS WEDDING GIFT.
Charles M. Schwab Plans Princely
Present for His Sister.
Pittsburg. Feb. 11.--Two million
dollars as a wedding present will be
given by Charles M. Setrwab to his
sister, -Miss Gertrude Schwab, of to-
rest°, where she marries Ilevid Barry
cashier of a bank at Johnstown, Pa.
The wedding will take place some
time titter Easter. Miss Schwab,
with her fleece and his two staters.
is In Pittsburg having come here to
attend the annual ball of the Colum-
bus club. During the evening . the
princely "dot," which Schwab Is to
settle on hie sister became known.
Operators Defiant.
Chkago, Feb. 1.1.---Open defiance
of the Western- Union Telegraph
company was voiced at a mass meet-
lug of its employes held In Music-
ians' hall, 134 Van Buren street, this
afternoon. More than 800 operators
were packed In the bar, and many
of them favored calling an immediate
strike on the eonimmy unless the men
who have recently been discharged
for Joining the union are at once re-
instated.
WEATHER—Partly cloudy to-
night and Tneelny, warmer in
ekiixt p....thm tonight. Highest
temperature yel.tertlay, NO; low-
est ((Islay. 32.
NOTE PRODUCED
AND IDENTIFIED
Mrs. Thaw Wrote it to Hus-
band in Cafe Martin
"That B— Was Here a Moment Ago
and Went Out Agaln"—lt
Referred to White.
WILL LS PASSED AT PRESENT
New York, Feb. 11.—When. thq
Thaw trial opened today an effort
was made to introduce the will of
Harry Thaw in evidence. After a
long wrangle between Jerome and
Delmas and the examination of J. D.
Lyons, vice president of the Union
National bank of Pittsburg, who
had the sealed will In his Possessionfor some time it was laid aside tem-
porarily on objection by Jerome.
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw was then re-
called. Delnras asked Jerome to pro-
duce the note written by Mrs. Thaw
to her husband In the Cafe Martin
the night of the tragedy. She Identi-
fied the note and said she wrote it.
Delmas read the note. It said: "The
B— was here a moment ago and
went out again."
Witness said "B—" referred to
Stanford White.
Delmas then asked witness if she
had ever heard Thaw speak of any
threat made against his life by
White.
Jerome objected and was sustain-
ed on the ground that the question
did not bear on the insanity defense,
but with the plea of self-defense
which has not yet been established
by Thaw's attorneys.
Balked at every turn by the clever
tactics and sustained objections of
District Attorney Jerome the defense
In the Thaw trial was today forced
to cry for quarter and seek adjourn-
ment until Delmas could marshal his
badly scattered forces.
After ruling out the will, tempora-
rily, Mrs. Evelyn Thaw was recalled.
The defense attempted to switch the
evidence along the plea of self-de-
fense. Jerome objected on the ground
that no basis was offered for this and
he was sustained. All leading ques-
tions were objected to and nothing of
Importance was accomplished when
court recessed.
Thaw Will Take Stand.
Harry -K. Thaw will take the wit-
ness stand to deliver the final blow
In his defense for the killing of Ar-
chitect Stanford White. Judge Del-
phin Delmas, chief counsel for Thaw,
decided that the millionaire defend-
ant should become a witness and
corroborate the testimony given by
his chorus girl wife.
TWO NEW BATTLESHIPS
READY FOR DELIVERY
Washington, D. C., Feb. 11.—The
navy department Is informed by the
Newport News Shipbuilding compa-
ny that the first-class 16,000-ton bat-
tleship Minnesota is complete except-
ing a matter of ordnance equipment.
The Fore River Shipbuilding compa-
ny at Quincy, Mass , has arrlin-ged to
deliver the battleship Vermont Mon-
day next. Her first commander will
be Capt. W. P. Potter, at present as-
sistant chief of the bureau of navi-
gation of the navy department.
STEALS HAT IN DAY TIME
AND NO ONE BOTHERS HIM.
Residents ot. West Jefferson street
report the nerviest thief on record.
Ile Is a negro who steals hay from
lofts in broad daylight. He drives
Into alleys and takes bay from lofts.
Cooke have peen him work but neVer
owe suspected that he was stealing,
thinking he had been sent for the
hey. In this way he has escaped
molestation. Several barns have
been pilfered of many tons of hay in
this way.
Work on Poor House.
After a delay of two months from
bad weather, work was resumed on
the new county poor hoes* tide morn-
ing. The deep well has filled up with
sand and it will requite several dare'
Pumping to empty it, Other werk
will make it the lost Of the ai`ook be-fore the building will be readv for
occupancy.
• e ' Broke Arm at S-hoe!.
Killiabeeth, the 11-yearend daugh-
ter of Mr. M. E. Ingram. of South
SiXtb street. *et off the banisters of
thek ogees to the .1..fforson lehtwid this
Movishig shortly after 12 o'clock and
broke her eight ann. Les. foyer
and Base set the fracture* ,
4
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I- THEATRICAL NOTES t
AT THE KENTUCKY. -
Monday Night—Lyman 11. Howes
'kt are lihow.
Tuesday Night—Nat M. Wills in "A
Lucky Dog."
'Ne•driesday night, Standard Opera
Company In "Martha."
:Thursday night, Standard OperaCrowning Triumph of Realisml Company in "The Bohemian Girl."1
In his new Moving Pictures. Saturday Matinee and Night—'"rra-
cey, The Outlaw."
"AGE TWO.
rrni DADtTcArr EVENING %IV!,
'
MOTHERHOOD
The Brat requisite of a geoid
mother is good health, and the ex-
perience of maternity shou:d not be
approached without careful physical
preparation, as a woman who item
good physical condition transmits to
her children the bleteings of a good
constitution.
Preparation for healthy mater-
nity is accomplished by Lydia E.
Pinkhaina Vegetable Compound.
which is made from native roots and
herbs, more successfulls. than by any
other medicine because it gives tone
and strength to the entire feminine
organism. curing displacements, ul-
ceration and inflammation. and the
result is lees suffering and more children healthy at birth.than thirty year.
V.
JAMES CHESTER
For more
Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable Compoundhas been the standby of American mothers in preparing for childbirth.Notewhat airs JamesChemter,of427 W. 35th St.. New York says in thisletter: —Dear Mrs. Pink ham:-"I wish every expectant mother knew aboutLydia E. Pinkhama Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learnedof its great value at this trying period of a woman's life urged me to tryit and I did so. and I cannot say enough in regard to the good it did me.I recovered quickly and am in the best of health now."Lydia E. Pinichant's Vegetable Compound is certainly a successfulremedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.It has cured almost every form of Female Complaints,Teagging Sensa-tions. Weak Back. Falling and Displacements. Inflammation, Ulcera-tions anti Ortranie Daeases of Women and is invaluable in preparing forChildbirth and during the Change of Life.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women.Women suffering from any form of female weak nese are invited towrite Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, MUSS. Her advice is free.
OK Kentucky'
BOTH PHONES 518.
TO=NIOHT
25th Semi-Annual Tour
Lyman B Howe
Present the
Special Features.
PERILS OF
WHALING!
CLLMBING
UNTRODDEN
PEAKS!
OLYMPIC • •
GAMES AT
ATHENS!
ERCPTION OF
MT. VESUVIUS!
CARNIVAL
OF NICE, 1906!
HARVESTING ICE
IN NORWAY!
DARING
HORSEMANSHIP
MANY OTHERS.
THE WORLD REVEALED.
Prices-25c, dric and 50e.
TWO NIGHTS
Wednesday and Thursday
February 13 and 14
Standard Opera
Company
Cecil DeMelle
And the Original Company
and Chorus of 40.
AUGMENVD 0 RC H ESTRA
Wednesday evening, Feb. 13,
thii favorite opera
MARTHA
Thursday, Feb. 14,
Bohemian Girl
Prices 25c, Mc, 50c. 75c, $1, $1.50
Seat* on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
The New Moving Pictures.
The way the Lyman H. •Howe
Moving Picture company keeps
bounding ahead year after year is a
fine indication of their popularity.
It will present a program of entirely
now subjects at The Kentucky tee
night. Thee apeatatice here will at-
tract admirers af clean and whole-
some amusement, as it does all over
the country.
Nat M. Wills In "A Lucky Dog"
Tuesday Night.
People have seen and laughed at
Nat M. Wills, the happy tramp com-
edian, for several seasons in his big
musical successes, "A Son of Rest,"
"The Duke of Dulutn." eta, but this
time they will have the pleasure of
seeing him throughout the play in a
Saturday, Feb. 16
Trole entirely congenial to him, and
the one role for Nat'Wilte that most
pleases tite public. In "A Lucky Hoe
he Is Happ, Holt:des, the happy
tramp, and the author, Mark E.
Swan, has cleverly woven about him.
a story of interest, while Nat has
prepared a long list of new topical
seem. and parodies with which--
light his audiences. The stage set-
tings are handsome, complete in ev-
ery detail, hnd are entirely new to
the stage. The Egyptian musennii
with the mummies swathed in their
bandages, and her strange and
wlerd Egyptian and East Indian cu-
riosities, some of which come to lite
for a brief time during the charming
musical numbers !end a new and ad-
ded interest to popular musical com-
edy. •.
Bohemian Girl.
The success whieh has attended
the Standard Opera company in Flo-
tow's "Martha." has encouraged the
orgaeization -to put on a somewhat
more difficult and exacting work.
Balfe's opera, "The Bohemian
calls for good vocalists, competent
actors and at least one talented
comedian. Fortunately, the Standard
Opera company contains the requis-
ite material, and the performance at
the Kentucky Wednesday night will
prove an important incident in the
history of the present theatrical sea-
son. Nobody tvho enjoys good sing-
ing, excellent chorus effects and corn-
petent stage management, should not
miss the opportunity of seeing "The
Bohemian Girl" Thursday night. Mr.
De Mi'de will undertake the part of
Florestan: and as that is a comic
role, his rare talent as a comedian
will be in evidence. Miss Pauline
Perry will be cast as Arline, and her
scores of admirers here will have an-
other chance to hear her delightful
soprano. Miss Clara Hunt will ap-
pear in the part of the gypsy queen.
Her fine contralto will be heard to
advantage in that role. Mr. Howard,
who is the first tenor of the compa-
ny, will sing Thaddeus, and Mr. Na-
tanson as Count Arnbeim will have
a chance to show off a good baritone
voice. Balfe's opera _tells the story of
Arline, the daughter of an Austrian
noble and official, who is abducted
be the gypsies in childhood and rear-
ed' in ignorance of her birth: In the :ias before me, he speaks with mark-
tribe is also Thaddeus, a young Pol- ed bitterness of certain matters, and
ish nobleman in hiding from the Aus- positively that the actor has
triari troops. He woos and wins the been "declared out of" Mrs. Gaod-
-young girl. rnfortterately, the gypsy win's starring ventures, in which he
was a full partner from the begin-queen also loves Thaddeus, and when
nine. Quoting from this letter: "Ofshe learns thateshe prefers Arline,she
takes steps to 'anenge the affront. :'nurse Nat might bring a lawsuit.
She causes the arrest of Arline on a but what chance would a man have
charge of theft. When the prisoner 1511n suing his wife in a rinse .of this
brought to trial, facts develop which nHe wouldn't so mutt mind the
{cause Count Arneeim , the governor sdtuation, but Maxine, who follows
of Presburg, where the scene of the'," "'1 timc'm• 4°111°113c" h*q..E".tepera is laid, to recognize in Arliner9blea4Inman with a prominence
'his long lost daughter. In the Tastith'at makes him neerly a co-star with
art Thaddeus discloses his Identityiber. Her entire company is made up
s; a Polish noble and obtains Count of English performers, brought to
^anheim's reluctant consent to wed' this country at her expense, no Amer-
Srline. Just then the gypsy queen ,Ican actors being good enough formakes, a fewer, attempt on Thaedesther—tbee ere all so Mtn-mon and-get
Vinol builds you up
and keeps you up
Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons,
and after sickness, colds,
coughs, bronchitis and all
throat and lung troubles.
Try it on our guarantee.
W. B. Mcl'HEILSoN, Druggist-
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•and spirited, and whose Pyries• 
aref 
w
!graceful and suggestive of wid
and fertile fent.). The foiet) le bY Wit-- • L. DOUGLAS:.zon Roemer Is betittieg ite tn-
b .leation, and the wirollt -performance
- in which such thorouteble ealeable
artists as Agues Cain Brown, Eddie
lieron, Henry Norman,. etc., take
pert—has met withlbe high approval,
of the auddencee thus far as,embled.
interests of his sheet. Mr. Wild Is
said to have more impossible tongue-
tied German-English phrases up his
sleeve than any, other man in the
stage nowadays that a play in ordergame. His efforts are ably seconded
to be a classic must consist of a pro-le. a quartette of comedians.
longed moan set to measure like a
• yard of crape for funeral use. If
e4eXe2g-s**4-eVesle:eh=e:ele:e1"%e:eh"leh":4- "The Sunken Bell" ever strikes hot-
NEW YORK LETTER, 
lom, let's hope it may be anchored
,there for good and all.
dedie:-#14-X414-14-,14-14dede's•-.1•desieTe r:•ded.ace,-20-
The postponement of Mrs. LeslieNew York, Feb. 11.—The business ; Carter's engagement at the. Hudsonselations between Nat C. Goodwin
end his wife, Maxine Elliott, have
been severed, and 'presumable- (a:-
ttough it is not positively so stated)
their personal ties will be no longer
observed. In a latter from an inti-
mate friend of Mr. Goodwin's, which
The Thompson & Dundy produc-
tion of "Brewster's Millions" will re-
main at the Now Amsterdam theater
until February 25, at which time
Richard Mansfield. long ago booked
for that date, will begin his annual
engagement.
• If the Wa.rtie:d month at the Acad-
emy of Music doesn't outdistance ev-
ery known record of receipts in that
establishment, it will be solely for
the reason that some previous player
has drawn as much money as could
possibly -be squeezed in. Mr. War-
field in "The Music Master" has seen
his nightly„statements from the box
office equal the capacity of the Acad-
emy for every performance without
exception.
This week's offering by •Mr. Seth-
em n and Miss Marlowe is "The Sun-
ken Bell," a weird-, gloomy and in-
tensely German play, very handsome-
seen as Jacob Krausmyer— the ly preseeted, but, having little appeal
for its dramatic worth. It is probablyDutch reporter of a IStiteh newspa-
_, poetry, for the adaptation. was madeper—the "Seattle States Blatter"
Charles Henry Meltzer, who iswho is on the trail of Tracy in the by
exceedingly bald and en that respect
resembles the late William Shakes-
peare. it seems to be a leading part
of the belief of most uplifters of the
oil her nerves, their accent - being
• •
lus life, but tbe bullet meant for him
!
.finds its bi-ieet in her own heart.
This ends the story, the lovers, pre-Engagement of the WILD & ARNOLD'S stunably, being wedded in due course
The opera is cleverly written, but its
ehief glory is the music, which has a
fresh, flowing, Celtic brightness and
spirit that are perennially fascinat-
ing. The Standard Opera company
has been much praised for its work
in "The Bohemian Glia" wherever it
has been sung by it this year, and
there is every reason to anticipate a
truly artistic production.
"Tracy the Outlaw."
Among the members of the com-
pany that will present the life drama
"Tracy the Outlaw," at the Kentucky
Saturday matinee and night, Februa-
ry 16, is W. C. Wild the popular ec-
centric comedian. Mr. Wild. will be
Matinee and Night
Big Scenic production of
the Life Drama
TRACY
TH E
OUTLAW
Strong dramatic company.
Beautiful scenic and electri-
cal effects. Clever special
ties.
PRICES—Matinee, 10c for chil-
dren and 25e for adults; night—
c, 35c, 50c and 75c.
Seats on ,rtle Friday 0 A. 171.
THE KENTUCKY
Both Phones 548. Curtain 8:15.
TUESDAY NIGHT, February 12
BROADHURST 6 CURRIE
(liters the Clever Character Comedian
Nat M. Wills
"The Happy Tramp"
In the New Musical Play Entitled
A Lucky Dog
And a Supporting Company of Unusual Merit.
40 in the east, and chorus.' Comedtens, letneers and Singers. Pret-
tiest bud] of girls ever gathered In one production. Catchy musical
detainers by charming singers. Emmy tropical whirs and parodies by
• • • 'a. NAT M. wit...t:48
PrfeillE Entire Oreheivtra, IiletiOrrI, San, Caner?,
25c and r,c. Seats on sale Monday.
THE NEED OF A GOOD
li'AKIVG POWDER
. One equally suc-
cessful in plain and fancy
baking—such is HI-LO.
What stronger testimony
than it's universal usage in
the principal hotels and
bakeries. Accustom your-
self to the ''double
strength" of HI-LO.
A heaping teaspoonful perfectly
leavens a quart of flour.
Protected in moist-proof
tins, and sold at an honest
price— a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
CONTINENTAL RHINO POWDER COMPANY
NAIITTIELF - - TENNESSEE
usfOlff4S,(6 WII/1 Mini $4 00
LAWS 64Tili ‘411
atrocious. When the rinir-
tearried she was playing a
engagement at $12.5 a week. Mr.
Goodwin made bar a rich woman in
flee years, and now she is satisfied to
earn her money in America and spend
her vacetions in London, where she
has purchased a houFe and calls it
her home, deriding America,. and
Americans. All this may be regard-
ed as an °niche statement:*
met and
summer
Jefferson de Angelis, after waiting
settle months with 'as- math patient:*
as could be expected -under ths.c.lr-
eunistancea, has finality entered eaew
York, beginning what promises to be
a most tetistactery engagement at
ate Manhattan theater in a musical
farce called "The Girl and the Gov-
ernor." This entertainment has
been on of the strongest illuetra-
Hone of thseeheory that there are not
'half "enough theaters in New York to
go around when the ordinary number'
of attractions are apPlyTtig for entry
to the metropolis. Mr. de Angelis is
one of the stars of an amusement
corporation in which members of the
theatrical syndicate and other Mania
;er3 of first Importance are interest-
ed. ,Yet in spite of that fart and of
the additional situation that he made
a distinct hit "on the road," no emit-
uble• time could be discovered .for
shim alonw groadway erten the sea-
I son was at its height, and the man-
neement found it necessary to close,
up temporarily rather than exhaust
valuable territory before securing a
new York verdict. From now on the
eath of de AngeMs and his associates
eserns to be smooth enough, for both
•!ie eter and his company scored a
cost favorable impression on the
srenttig,night at the Manhattan, and
-lie pieci in which they appeared was
%lowed eith the utmost pleasure. A
Aid hit in the support was register-
ed by "rtiff8 g•tetr.. Wentworth, who
a songstress and as merest sprang at
.once Into the earnest good will of the
..pectators.
"The /tee- of the Alhambraq thei
• uvrent attract:on at the Malestic
heater, niay he set dolten as beleme-
.ng gen u nely to .the field of opera
00111441rse ratter than that blend of
amusement which neythais we hare,
iccuatntimil o u reelesi to . deem:114ra 1
comic 4:111Ptlt. The Itbretto of this
work is from the Pen Of Chwek%
arias 4Dook , whose dislekgtie is brisk
theater, owing to strife 1 etweert the
management and the author of the
new Carter play, has permitted a
slight continuance of Henry Arthur
Jones' masterful drama "The Hypo-
crites," so that what we have lost
through one view of the situation we
have gained from another.
"The Little Maans" at the Garden
theater has nat set the town afire.
This may be due to emasculation of
the original French manuscript, or
P-the reason may be found in the fact
that the management is rather a be-
liever in sedateness and dignity than
in fun of the modern sort. At any ,
rate. "The Little Michus" is dull and
heavy.
"The Belle of Mayfair" will reach
Its 100th performance at Ditty's the-
ater on February 25,and the advance
sale seems to indicate that the piece
will run right along until the house
passes out. of the hands of Frank
McKee, the present vnanager. At that
time the theater will be turned over
to' the Messrs. Shnbert, having pre-
viously been dismantled of every-
thing movable Inside the portals,
even to the mosaic flooring in the
lobbies.
The Casino engagement of Misa
Paula Edwardes in "The Princess
Beggar." will come to an end with
the current week, and Miss Edwardes
will resume her tour of the large cit-
ies.
Eleanor Robson, in "Salomy
Jane," has quite beyond doubt scor-
ed One of the really Important suc-
cesses of the season, and it will be
Impossible, therefore, that she make
a change of bill even to carry out
the expressed purpose of the en-
gagement, which was to establish an
extended repertoire for her' future
Interpretation. The public is demand-
ing tickets so far in advance that to
bring the sale to 'a close with a lim-
ited duration won Id cause great in-
convenience and disappointment. So
"Salorny Jane" will go on until the
subsidence -of the rush, and I bear it
whispered that Liebler & Co. are In
negotiation for further decupancy 01
the Liberty theater for a full year
from the end of the coming spring
season. In that case we shall see the
Edmond Rostand drama, as well as
the other playa by prominent au-
;hors written especially for Miss Rob-
son's use.
LEANDER RICHARDSON.
PILES CVRED I 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Belling, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 50c.
With Few Exceptions.
Wilton Lackeye stays that w'nile on
a down-town I train one morning
recently he chanced to overbear por-'
;Ions of an Interesting conversation
between two young women occupying
tadjolninn ;seats.
"I see be the patina" observed one
lof the young women. "that see
!Blank, the octogenarian. is dead.
What on earth k an octogenarian,
:anyhovh"
-I don't know, l'm sure.— was this
reply, hat there's , one thing certain
- - -they're a sickly lot of people. You
never. heat of one unless he is dy
leg."— February teippturotte.
FOR MEN
The guiding motive in
W. I.. Douglas shoemaking
is to produye the best
possible shoe at,the price--
a shoe that has never been
equalled. Every move he
makes is toward that end.
NN'hile his unrivalled facilities
as the world's largest shoe-
maker splendidly second the
endeavor, yet it would be im-
possible to preduce the $3.50
shoes which rival much higher
priced footwear, in-attractive-
ness, in comfort and In ser-
vice, were it not for the high
standard he has set.
People sometimes, get the im•
pression that all $3.50 shoes
are of equal value, but if
you could ACC the difference between the
shoes made in the W. L. Douglas factory
and those of other makes, you would quickly
understand why they hold their shape better,
fit better and are of greater intrinsic value
than any other shoe on the market to-day.
W. L. Douglas guarantees their value by
stamping his name and price on the bottom.
Even though the price ef leather has ad-
vanced very materially of late, you will find
the same superior quality in W. L. Douglas
$3.50 shoes that Oave made them the most
popular footweaf in the world.
SOLD BY
LENDLER. 6 LYDON
Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs—Is Practically Indestructible
UNION $3
MADE
-SHOES
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AMERICAN fENCE
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, thehinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only in the roil but in the field. (Oulu and see us and get
our prices.
BUY THE BEST
F. H. Jones 4 Co.
Agents for Paducah, Ky.
Also Full Line of Hardware
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue.
Phone 328.
Children make sweet music in a' Green—"I told my wife last week
home until they get old enough to that it.wouni be necessary for us to
take mui..ic lessons. economize." Broan—"What did she
sag?" Green—"She dIan't say any-
Now South Wales railways' have thing at. the time, but the next day
made large reductions In passenger she bought me a box of bargain-cdun-
fares and freight rates. ter cigars."
dlYs *err the
native romo
owes a Cold is One Day.
UPTICA42 on every
2 Diese 2(41,11Plearsi boa. ;•56
.11•1=,
11;
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give prowl. personal at-
tention at all times.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
1 FREE WRAC, lESTATE *PRICE LIST
Frater4y Building.- Both Phones 835
•
•
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C
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Keep Posted!
 World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St Luis Republic
The Record-Herald Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat Chicago Tribune
The Poet-Ihspatch Nashville American
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway
„mks 
Simple Life is Put Into Practice
And Great Results to Race Promised
Chicago, Feb. 11. Asher Gluck,
'head of "The Architects," a simple
life colony at 1171 Mpwaukee ave-
nue, today offered to wager with any
one $1,000 that the child of any two
members of his colony, married un-
der the rules of the colony, will pos-
'Ars at birth all the wisdom desired
fiar it by Its parents.
The 24 members of the Gluck col-
ony, 15 of whom are men and nine
women, are engaged today in the
manufacture of ' the- clothing that
will distinguish them front the com-
mon herd. These garments which
are to be a:ike for both sexes, will
consist of a pair of roomy trousers
and a loose double-breasted coat,
made from unbleached linen. _
The members work in two shifts
of eight hours each. The order of the
day Is eight hours work, eight hours
sleep, and eight hours for education
and recreation. One day a week N
give for rest. This day may be any
one the individual desires.
Live on Fruits, Nuts and Oil.
The daily diet .of the colony is
fruit, cereals, nits and vegetables,
with oil OA a beverage. No meat of
any kind is allowed inside the house.
Nothing of animal origin is permit-
ted to the members: Hair mattresses
are tabooed, the members taking to
has for etumber, 'Brushes are made
from fiber altogether. Barberseentch-
e, saloon keepers are not admitted
In the house. The men are bearded,
as no Shaving Is permitted.
Dr. Gluele, wearing a bathing snit
and a huge watch chain, explained
today the object of his institution.
"We give a livelihood to our mern-
hem" he said. "We require no
money front them. We ask ho clues-
'titans of their religion, but we all be-
lieve in God, who Is perfect. In or-
der that God may find a worthy tab-
ernacle in our bodies we wish to
.nake our bodies as perfect ae
possible. Parents among us have no
more than two children, one male
and one female.The father and moth-
er study to have a perfect child. We
have now a young man aed woman
studying to marry each other, M183
Cndka Fyffe is to marry Richard
Wunder. They must study our phi-
losophy of life for a year before they
can marry, however.'
The Limit of Life.
The most eminent medical wien-
Lists are unanimous in tne conclusion
that the generally accepted limita-
tion of human life is many years be-
low the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines it duration,
seems to be between 50 and GO; the
proper care of the body druing this
.decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to
Longevity. Nature's best helper after
60 is Electric Bitters, the scientific
tonic mei:eine that revitalizes Every
organ of the body. Guaranteed by
all druggists, 50c.
"What
lonesome
"He missed hes calculations. De bar-
rel was goo' than half full won de
'''New Year crepe up on him."
makes de colonel look so
after he done swear off?"
He Who does not flgat his appe-
tite muM fofego his aspirations.
A burnt speculator dreads the hot
air.
\\/
CHEAP
, LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Kees lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville travel Road. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane 'Road, said road just
graveled in front of this land. Has 757 feet front on
Ilinkleville Gravel Road, and plat - gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the HInkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running Ilse years. All other lots $65 acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference In
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before 1
could get the parcels staked off. For home or Investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which is [Weed at $800 additional to cost of
land at $66 acre.
11111111msammamliiiiim
W.• M.•JANES
Trueheart Bui191ing
Old Phone 997-91
ABDOMEN TORN
BY SHARP SPIKE
ease. 
Maple Abernathy is in Precar-
ious Condition
Someone Drove Spike Through Ban.
later at Dixie Mills, Where
Boys Slide.
HAD BEEN WARNED . NOT TO
With a gaping wound in his abdo-
men caused by a sharp spike, Maple
Abernathy, the 15-year-old son of
M. Abernathy, of Sixteenth and Ten-
nessee streets, is in aserious condi-
tion, the result Co'f sliding down banle-
ters at the Dixie Mills plant, Eiglath
and Jones streets, Saturday.
The boys employed at the milt
have been in the habit of sliding
down the banisters from the second
floor, and fearing some would get
hurt, an attache warned them time
after time. They continued the sPort
until gaturday when young Aberna-
thy was injured.
Some one drove a long nail in the
center of the banister and sharpened
the end. The act was unknown to the
boys and Abernathy was the first to
slide down. ,
Dr. H. B. Winters dressed the in-
jure and pronounces it serious. The
boy suffered a great deal Sunday
night and this morning Is reported
still in a serious condition. Superin-
tendent Davis, of the knitting mills,
stated that the driving of th'e nail
through the banister was an acci-
dent.
HELLO, l'OULT!
Thought That Was Senator Morgan
at First.
New York, Feb. 11.--Poultney
Bigelow, the magazine writer, was
among the passengers returning to-
day on the Hamburg-American Iiiner
Amerika. He signaled his rettivi, af-
ter an absence of a few weeks, by
firing a broadside at The?diare Roose-
velt and the part the president has
played in exploiting /the Panama ca-
nal.
"President Roosevelt has given ft
out," he said, "that American work-
men have lowered the level of the
canal 65 feet at the Culebra cut.
This Is far from the truth. The fact
is filet they have not lowered it a
ing:e inch at that point. The vest-
dent Is deceiving the American pub-
lic and the American engineeve-
"As for the so-called Taft reser-
voir at Colon, that Is a pura fake. I
walked across the bottom of teas
supposed lake last epring and did net
even get my feet wet. There was a
water famine here last April, and
there will be another next April.
There is just as much yellow fever
and smallpox there now, too, as ever
despite glowing reports to the con-
trary.
The First Tool Invented,
We can only guess when the first
man conceived the notion of tying
a stick and a stone together to form
a better club or weapon titan he could
get by using either separately. Prob-
ably this stone club was the first tool
invented, says Charles H. Cochrane.
in "The Circle" magazine for Febru-
ary. It enabled the possessor to
overcome a stronger man or strong-
er animal The man. or Man-brute,
as he was then, had only to find a
stone of about the right shape, break
wff a tree-limb to suit him, and tie
them lightly together with fine roots,
nett% or etnews.
From the stone club it was but a
step to the stone hammer, stone hatch
et and spear-head, and a long line of
stone implement'. it is 'apparent
that once man began to use stones
and to chip them into shapes, he
learned that certain shapes were
best for certain purposes The round
atone with a handle became a maull
or hammer----in fact, toe very word
"hammer" is front the old Scandinav-
ian looney.. .which means both rock
and hammer. The flat-edged stone
he need as a hatchet or ax. the point-
ed stones served as spears or lance-
heads; flat, thin stones were chipped
into scrapers, and wnen this paleo-
lithic man got an extra sharpe-edged
piece, he used It for a knife, or the
thin, pointed stone served as an awl.
It Is natural to suppose that manitrst
hunted for the desired Knape of atone
and later took to chipptng them.
Even the saw was known to these
preadamites. who serrated the edges
of ROMP of tneir stone knives and
left them in their caves, where they
have furnished us the evidence of
their ingenuity.
Toe first st0e3e implements doubt-
lege were tied to the stick or handle:
'hen an Inventive genius learned to
bore a hole in the %tick 'and inserted
s the point end or the stone. A
brighter genius bored a bole in thelatone Itself for the insertion of the
stlek, this being the highest type of
, stone Implement..
• •
Tstv THIS FOR YOUR COUtili.
Mix half ounce of the pure Virgin
OIl eyt Pine with two ounces or gal-
cerine and hell pint Or whesky. Us.'
in teaegoonful doves. A famous
anda fang specialist, whose
camp for consumptives in the pine
woods of Maine. baa attracted great
attention, declarets the above formula
will break up a cold in twenty-four
hours, heal the lungs and cure any
cough that is curable. The ingre-
dients can be secured from any drug
etore at :mail cost.
(dare sheeted be exercised in aecur-
fag tbe. best quality of glycerine and
'whiskey, while t ho V i men • Oil of
Pine (Pure) should be purchased
only in the original half-ounce vials,
wh ieh are securely sealed in a found'
wooden case, with engraved wrapper
with the name Virgin 011, of Pine
(Pure) plainly printed thereon.
Cheap or adulterated oils which. are
eaid in bulk always create nausea
and never effect the desired reaulte.
TIDAL WAVE
DE.STROVS !TAMAN CITY OF
. MARINA DI CATANZARO.
Eatthquake Rocks center of sea and
Causes Couvulehm of Waters
-Rich Town.
Rome. Feb. 1'1.-A Centre: News
dispatch saes a tidal wave has struck
„Marina Di Catanzaro and almost com-
pletele destroyed it. A great man
people have been killed and a le e
number injured. The autboriti are
taking steps to fiaVe many ho that
are in danger.
Marina Di Catanza: • is the sea-
port of Cantaneoro, •e capital of the
province of Canab a, Italy. Its in-.
bitants are ...stly people engaged
in the shipp g business of the capi-
ta:. Cant /baro has thirty thousand
inhabit ts, chiefly engaged in the
man Mune of silks, .velvets and
Nit etnit.
The great shock le believed, ac-
cording to advices received in Rome,
o have occurred several miles at sea
and caused the tiday we've to sweep
Over the town. The Italian govern-
xnent is preparing to send help by
military and naval 'officials,
EVEN FROM THE MOUNTAINS
nallard's snow Liniment is prataed tot
the good it does. %. sure cure for
Rheumatism and all pains. Wright
W. Loving. Grand Junction. (*id.,
Writes: "I used Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment last winter for Rheumatism and
can recorumeod it as the best Liniment
on the market. I thought at the time
I was taken down with this trouble
that it would be a week before I could
get about, but on applying your Lini-
ment several, times during the night
I was about in 46 hours and well in
three day..."
Sold by all druggists.
Receives Diplomatic Corps.
Washington, Feb. 9.-Senor Don
Enrique Creel, the new Mexican am-
bassador, who last Saturday present-
ed his credentials to President Roose-
velt, today formally received the
imembers of the diplomatic corps.
The embassy was handsomely deco-
rated with choice cut flowers, ferns
and palms. All diplomats in Wash-
ington called to pay their respects
to the new representative from Mex-
ico, who extended a cordial greeting
to each.
"Evet7bedy Should Know."
says C. G. Hays, a prominent busines
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bueklen's
Arnica Salve is the quickest and sur-
est healing salve ever applied to sore,
burn or wound, or to a case of piles.
I've used it and know wnat I'm talk-
ing about." Guaranteed by all drug-
gists, 25e.
Kargon
:And
Virgin Oil
Pine
(Pure)
AT-
Gilbert's Drug
Store
4th and Broadway
These prescriptions,
as well as all others,
carefully compound- '
ed by registered
druggists.
RIVER NEWS
River Stages,
Cairo  sz.s 5.1 fa l'
Chattanooga  7.1 1.6 rail
Cincinnati ...... 212.0 4.5 Vali
Evansville  23.6 2.6 fail
Florence  7.0 1.0 fall
Johnsonville`  13.3 2.8 fall
Louisville  8.4 1.1 fall
Mt. Carmel  6.6 1.4 fail
Nashville  112.7 1.3 fall
Pittsburg  3.4 0.1 rise
Davis Island Darn--Missing
St. Louis  7,6 1.1 fall
Mt. Vernon  23.6 3.1 fait
Paducah  27.2 GA fail
The Henrietta arrived from the
Tennessee river with a tow of ties
Sunday.
Captain W. N. Miller is III with
carbuncle on his neck.
Government inspectors Green and
St. John are in the port inspecting
some boats. The Charles Turner
probably will be inspected. •
A special from Hickman, Ky.,
day says: The Sprague passe
this morning with a tow o argee,
forming 4,11 area as large ten acres.
Just as see got oppo te Hickman
the strong current }bre several of
her barges apart, causing them to
pull out to the des. Both the night
and day cre s rushed out and be-
fore harm as done, managed to get
them b k together. If this hadn't
been iroinpiy done some of the ber-
g would probably have sunk, as
is accident 'and result have occur-
red here before in this awful current.
The Sprague drifted a mile or so by
here before she could run all right.
Five feet more of the wharf is in
use this morning than was visible
Saturday. The fail since Saturday
has been five feet from Saturday to
-Sunday and two feet front Sunday to
this morning. Business at the wharf
.s good with many arrivals yester-
day and departures today.
There wasn't anything to be seen
of the Peters Lee when it arrived yes-
'erday afternoon but the top of the
pilot house. Freight was piled up on
the steamer until,the wood work was
hidden and even around the pilot
house. The Peters Lee came in from
Cincinnati Sunday afternoon and left'
after delivering freight consigned to
this point, for Memphis.
The Georgia Lee passed up at G
3'clock Sunday morning for Cincin-
nati from Memphis with a good pip.
The Scimitar, No. 2. will be fin-
ished at the ways now in a few days
and after a short delay will go to
the government work for which it
was bought.
At the dry docks. the Charles Tur-
ner will he let off tomorrow in good
hape and the Wilford will be taken
aut for repairs. Capt. Young Taylor
's off duty on account e" threatened
Vila. which is catching . good many
river men now.
The Scotia arrived last night from
the coal minces at Caneyville with
coal for the West Kentucky Coal corn
oany.
After all the available timber-.
had been removed from the old
svharfboat, It was towed down the
river to be beached today. The new
coal docks to take its place is being
finished at the fleet in the mouth
of the Tennessee river.
The John Hopkins arrived early
Sunday morning from Evansvele
and laid over until the regular time
at 11 o'clock this morning before re-
turning. The Joe Fowler arrived and
departed Saturday afternoon.
The Buttorff arrived late Sunday
from Nashvile and left at noon to-
day with good business for Clarks-
ville.
Monday morning business for the
Dick Fowler was good today and
;hat steamer will return tonight at
o'clock.
The ,..towboat American arriveS
from Decatur, Ala.. yesterday and
left today for a tow of ties In the
Tennessee river.
The Russell Lord of the Ayer-Lord
fleet will leave tomorrow morning
for the Mississippi river after' ties.
Peters bee's Carpenter Drowned..
Jahtv Thoratlyke. of Memphis,
Tenn., carpenter of the Peters Lee,
was drowned while at work
on the boat lying at the wharf at
Cincinnati, 0. Mr. Thorntlyke and
James Crawford were engaged on
some work on the hurricane deck
when. the railing broke, letting both
men fall Into the water. Crawford
managed to swim to the shore.
INCENDIARY FIRE.
Nes rly Des I I-toyed t. • I '. age in
Rear of Washington.
A frame dwelling in the rear (1
1017 Washington street occupied he
Mettle Montgomery, colored, was
Partly burned Saturday night at io
o'c:ock and incendiarism is stispeil-
ed. The woman was at home When
tke Are yeas. discoVered. the dames
starting In the rime The propert.
was ITS ned by, Jake litedermatt
thy lose will amount to $50
'mw t'rsvW'twainsSTII1ved In Ilbta
laud in 12124.
children's
Suit Sale
Continued
All WA
IFseihe remainder of this week, we
have decided to continue the Special
Sale of all our $5, $6, $7 and $8
Children's Suits, all styles 982• and sizes, for - - - - ̀ T $
Shirt Special for
Thursday---25c
Thursday we will offer all that re-
mains of the Manhattan and Emery
stiff bosom shirts which were in the
59c special sale lot last week 25c
The patterns are neat and refined
and we have a complete run of -sizes
from 14 to 19.
Please bear in mind that this lasts
but one day---Thursday.
 eimilIMMI111111111111111111111111111111M11111•111141
DISPENSARY LAW IS KILLED
Rouse 11111 Paved by the South Caro-
lina Senate. '
Co:umbel, S. c.: Feb. II.--- The
senate today by a vote of 21 to 15
passed with amendments tile house
bill killing the state dispensary. Gov-
ernor Ansel, today removed from of-
fice J. M. Rawlinson, John Black anti
Joe B. Wylie, directors of the state
dispensary. who were (barged with
misconduct, neglect of cluu and in-.
competency, the specific charges be-
ing that these officials disregardee
the law, did not buy on sealed bids
and approved large purchases Ill'6441.------
cinnati and Peoria at prices in ex-
cess of the regular bids. Attorney
General Lyon will prosecute the di-
rectors in the criminal courts.
The mountains of transfiguration
are few; the valleys of servtee ev-
erywhere.
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Extra Values in
Made- to - Order Trousers
$5.00, $6 00, $7.00
FOR the next thirty days I
shall make you up a pair
of Trousers from our best im-
ported and domestic woolens
for $5, $6 and $7. In the rem-
nants on hand are /pieces of
goods that run up to $12 .ar.d
more values and I guarantee
the fit and workmanship of all
work.
SOLOMON
The Popular Price Tailor
113 S. Third St hone 1016-1
anage111.111r
There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you
Home Savings Batik to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts. .
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broad way
!AGE POUR.
tbe IDabucAb %tin,
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
DECOR FOR 4 TED
T. E. FISHER, Presides 
N. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATICli
gleatered at the postoffice at Padweh.
Ky.. as second class matter a
TRU DAILY JIM
Dr terrier, per week $
JBy mail, per month, in advance .25
1117 Mail, per year, in advance 2.10
TINE WEEKLY SUN
rfet year, by mall. postage paid . $1.10
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
Odle% 111 South Third. Phones US
JF•agnis dt young. tamales age mow
fork representatives.
. THE SUN can be found at the-follow-
.vir places:
R. D. Clemente AOa
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
14•40m1 
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 11.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT..
January, 1907.
1 3882 .0 3808
2 3878 17 3874
3890 18 3899
4 3891 19 3898
3897 21 3890
...3875 22... ...... 3877
8 3873 23 3844
9 3854 24 3882
10 3901 25 3804
11 3837 26 3846
12 3826 28  4299
14 3826 29 4239
11.........380S 30 4107
31 4101
Total  105,612
Increase  199
Average for January, 19'17 3912
Average for January, 1906 3713
Personally appeared before me,
this Feb. 1. 19.07, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Jan., 19.07, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
. PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"It is a grander thing to be nobly
remembered than to be nobly born."
THE. THAW CASE.
Prudish women in Chattanooga
have heal a meating to protest
against the publication of further de-
tails of the Thaw ca tae on the ground
that the testimony is of a nature to
hurt public morale. Whether or not
- the well meaning women tare right,
we do net undertake to decide; but
ere preeetred to say that not one jot
wit she zeal of newspapers to furnish
their readers with the reports of the
trial be abated, because news-
Mears furnish their patrons what
the editors believe their patrons wish,
no vitae- the editors- 4,-good-
for their patrons. The province of
the newspaper is to inform cot to ed-
ucate. Nor can It be said that this
attitude of the Press is commercial
, rather than consetentioue. Who are
l'isetwepaper publishers' and editors that
they should set themselves up to dic-
tate to the world whet the world
'shall know and what the world shall
not josoe't As a matter of fact
newspapers every dltr sunprose facts
that would make spicy reading, hut
would only serve -to Injure some Indi-
vidual without adtkag to the sum of• human knowledge. This. however,
telly ititentnates the human side of
the nee-sealer heelless, and does not
establish a priuciele.
We acknowitelee that there- are
newsletters that cater to the ba.sest
ot_humen passions, but then there
are grocer% eho sand the sugar and
put the ripe tomatoes on top, and we
40 not condemn the "grocery business
for that. If se %mild stop tise
abuses of the free press, we must do
one of two thitess - put an end to the
free prow, or raeam those Teeple
who patronize . Se eve _newspaper's Jedging from the character of his
The Thaw trial 4 111.11 g 1110110d 1)Y somebody took the pre-
(he 'yellow" pri 48 in its accustotnesi caution to corral between quotatioa
gtere. end to the ciedit of the news_ marks in the other evening paper.
lion. W. A, Derry's language is what
-
the traged) of teat life, no pure
minded, sane, human being could
feel teething but a thrill of horror
at the tale and take homea leasou on
the curse of idleness, the futilits of
riches and the certainty that death
and punishment will follow sin and
crime.
Here we haws retrtbution follow-
matea* the logical consequence of sin.
Not alone is pnnIshment for Stanford
White, whose artistic temperament b
pleads no extenuation under the
searching rays of truth; but Evelyn
Neabitt Thaw in her own degree
must live a life of torment. Harry
Thaw is paying for his transgres-
sions, and no luxurious trip through
Europe, no life of pleasure in New
York, will- serve for one moment to
ease the tortures which mute lash
their souls.
The story told on the witness stand
by Evelyn Neebitt Thaw has been
hinted at -by the pulpit and the press,
by parents and Sunday school teach-
ers, but never with such telling di-
rectness'as in this. Oramatic, sim-
ple, truthful, there is no reason in
good morals, why it should not be
told. Indeed, we might as well sup-
press the facts about defaulters and
burglars on the principle that the
publication of facts suggests the idea
to receptive minds. The press caftrlat
temper its news to suit the kind of
minds the good women of Chattanoo-
ga seem to think predominate in that
community.
The fact is, we are always suspi-
cions of the bent Of our neighbor's
mind, and solicitous of bow the news
will affect hint rather than about
how it will affect us. The information
concerning the details the newspa-
pers are publishing in Chattanooga,
which tindontftedly the good women
acquired at first hand by reading,
did not upset their moral balance, and
probably did not destroy the poise of
other people. Those good women
have set themselves up as censors,
an office the modest newspaper man
does not assume. Yet. the American
press is clean, and reflects in a mark-
ed degree the public mind: for al-
ways remember, that success In the
newspaper field consists in keeping
pace with the community, spurring it
on occasionally, of course, rather
than in galloping ahead and wheel-
ing bark.
•
Newspapers and statesmen (God
save -the ma.rk‘e who oppose any
adjustment, of the San Francisco in-
cident on the ground that recogni-
tion of the national rights ,of Japan
as truckling, are answering the de-
mand for the fortification of the
Phlippines. with a counter demand
that we fell them. Why, -sell them,
may. we ask? Lest Japan take them
away from us? .That leeks cowardly
in itself.. The value of the Philip-
pines may be a mooted question, but
to sell them toavoid having them
taken away from us by Japan, and
still %verge, to really have them taken
away he_Japato_asei_not-to-Le- thou-gilt
of. Moreover, we will not see them
to Japan. We have a higher sense
of duty than the little brown men
Kipling has _sounded the doctrine in
his Rereesional. We bear the white
man's burden. Belonging to a super
ior rare does not istuas-k so much of
advantage as it does of responsibility.
If we are superior, then ws have se-
perior obligations, -that is all; and
more is demanded of us than of
them. We could not in good con-
ectence dispose of the Philippiues un-
less that sale would be of advantage
Lo the Filipinos. In dealing with the
mil4iikis of that archipelago, We Musa
not consider our own advantage, but
their ultimate good. No matter what
their attitude toward us, no matter
how inferior their .intellect and mor-
als, that very difference between
them and us makes the burden on us
the more pressing. We are a natOn
with a mission. Let us perteTra-that
mission as become.; a -superior race
and nation, not as Japan might et
?Bessie might. _
-paper craft let he said that pro-
feratonal new eters feted not do
Justice to the c, o' (rem their point
of view, and they _ire employing Poi.-
uer novel writer and dramatists to
dish up their "fetish" to their pat-
rons.
— The reputable iir-e-ss. of the-..coantre
is puldishing the testimony. omitting
certain deedis. frankly eon-Sewed to
be unprintable. If the mess did not
keep the public- informed of a trial,
the facts of which are interesting
the %hole civiiized world, the rum-
ors of *sr chamber sesslorte lied un-
derground methods that would fill
the lend' and the complaints against
the newspapers would °twerp every
other public question. The demand
for the publication of the Thew trial
now. la justification enough for its
publication,
Nevertheleas, assuming that It Is
the duty of an editor to censor his
-Ste' news, we do not. agree with che
asemen of Chattanooga that the Thaw
eathoeld be seppreseed. We thot-
deceived the reporter for THE SUN.
lie shoual he careful about flinging
such wends armee' a man as itttle
used to them as is apoor newspaper
man. "Iride.-rent dreams" with thee
sentemporaries "dull, sickening
thiele"and"gbasely pale" belong to a
generation of journalism that is gone.
At least Judge Berry, sill say that
a -reporter for 11114.1 SUN visited Mtn
which is more than can be said for
the other paper.
cl-
aim* the_ Mimes Central railread
wrap has resulted in a successful so-
cial revolution in New York, we can't
wondering help headed
man Ilke Harriman should go to seen
piens to secure recognition for his
daughters from people, !shoe° rse-
ognitIo Is bought so cheaply.
The'eset that Holey Thew first saw
that visiciti in whdte while sipping ttei
"absinthe drip," will go a lOng way ;
toward eonvincing the Jury that he
why a hard
(menet effeeed With their eisaterbefore renly believed he Itade It
thefirat Installment of Evern Thaw's
tie -.A Mertes heeter 
having read o that aitnple statement of ing mal.---laroni the feersttlh...
teet tty riatlattiedaltie eftials. Bel
' 
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
CARNIVAL
WILL HE HELD THIS YEAR ill
PADUCAH AMUSEIIENT 00.
Already St:1114d Preliminary 14'ork
fur Opening Latter Part of
May.
Another carnival will be held in
Peducah this year. Lest year when
tho Paducah Carnival association
closed its business, it had lest mon-
ey. The association went out of. bus-
iness permonentiy. It has been suc-
ceeded be the "Paducah Amusement
company" and its members are prac-
tically the sate.
"We will have a carnival this
year," Mr. Rodney Davis declarea
this nror•ping, and etelebited letters
received from several amusement
companies. "The Pad-meth Amuse-
ment company" is the name of the
new corporation which will give it.
We are in correspondence with the
Parker Company Cosmopolitan com-
pany anl Robertson company. We
will hear from others too, and this
year will have many new attractions
never before seen in carnivals. As to
uthe date you may say it will be in
May, the latter part. We have not
decided 'on a site, but it will be an
enclosed carnival."
THUG KEEPS TAB ON BOLD-UPS
Shows in Notebook He Took *16
From Man Who Said He Lost $25.
Indianapolis, Feb. 11.— William
J. Hyde was arrested today as a foot-
pad and identified by Philip Lytle as
the min who had robbed him of
$25.
"I beg your pardon," said Hyde, a
well-dressed young man, of pleasing
manners. "'You are mistaken. I took
$16 from you."
He produced a notebook in which
he had entered a record of the, Lytle
robbery, under the exact Mite, with
the entry, "Cash received, $16."
The book contained a record of a
number of other robberies. Hyde
was sentenced to two to fourteen
years in the penitentiary. He 'has
been living at the most expensive ho-
tel in the city.
3.3 MIDSHIPMEN.
Fall to Make Requisite Showing and 
RMust eshot.
Annapolis, Md., Feb. 11 —As a
result of the semi-annual examina-
tions at the naval academy 35 mid-
shipmen were found so badly defi-
cient in their studies that their res-
ignations have been asked for. Sev-
eral have already resigned and the
Others will cfo so fin- asfew day's.
In addition to those dropped from
the register one midshipman was
turned back froth the second into the
third class and two from the third
class and two from the, third to the
fourth class, and 77 others who were
slightly deficient were warned of the
fact.
YOU DON'T HIVE TO WAI
Merry dose makes you feel better. Lax-Foe
keeps voyr whole insides right. Sold on the
pima everNwhere Price bo 101.11.
Billingsley Held Over.
Heel Billingsley was held over to
the grand jury Saturday under a
bond of flee for assaulting Mervin
Polk. The ease had been pending
several weeks.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Moe Tanbatass.r•s Funeral.
The funeral of Mrs. Clara Tan-
hauser was held Sunday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at Temple Israel, the ser-
vice conducted by the Rev. Meyer Lo-
vett. The burial was In the Jewish
cemetery on the Broadway road.
lilhtun Clyne.
Lilburn Clyne, 35 years old, disci
Saturday night at Lamont of a cone
plicatton.of diseases after a foul
months' illness. He was the son of
William Clyne, for years a resident
of Paducah. He was born in this city
and worked at the Bauer pottery for
years 'He was 'an expert. ball player
and an all around athlete. The body
will be broug-ht 'here for burial and
the funeral will be held at 10
o'clock tomorrow. He leaves his fath-
er, a mother, two sisters, Misses Al-
lie and Nelda, and two brothers,
Messrs. Harry and Frank Clyne.
Sarah Sizemore.
Sarelt Sizemore, -5,5 }seers old, re-
siding on Mill street just outside the
city limits, died Sunday night at
o'clock of consumption without a
physician and Coroner Frank Baker
held an investigation this morning.
The body was buried this afternoon
in the county. She leevets a husband
and several- children.
(*ROB NEW ORLEANS,
Mardi Grai'alerrymakere Arriving by
Trainload From All Points,
New Orleans, Feb. 11.—Visitors
from all parts of the country arrived
in New Orleans to attend the Mardi
Gras celebration, the principal feat-
tires of whist occur tomorrow. So
crowded is the city that many of a
party of visitors due to arrive to-
morrow on the steamer Porteus, from
New York, will live on board the ves-
sel during their stay here. Two spec-
ial -trainloads of visitors, one from
New York city and the other made tip
of guests from Philadelphia and Bal-
timore anti Waehington, arrived to-
day. Among thosethoseexpected torpors
pow are Truema,n H. Newberry. as-
sistant secretary of the navy, and a
party including Mrs. Newberry and
Mrs. Victor H, Metcalf, wife of the
secretary of the navy,
NEPHEW FEARS DEATH.
Will llectene American Citizen tic
Escape Danger of Assassination.
St. Lonis, Feb. 11.—Jose Gerede
Sayeree Castro, aged 25 years, neph-
ew of President Castro of Venezuela,!
according to his datement, today
will become a naturalized citizen of
America to protect himself from as-
sassination. He says he believes he
has been singled out as the victim re
the family feud, which has lasted 25
l
yehrs, and that is he should go back
to Venezneia his life week! be taker.'
He said his father was assassin/eel
13 years ago. He was sent to Paris
by his uncle and two years ago
came to St. Louis. Here he obtainei
erneloyeient as a restanrant waiter
and now has a position as cl.rk.
Doulalees He Did So.
A certain young preacher was
much disliked by his cengregation
for his foolishness and conceit. He
considered' himself greatly persecut-
ed, and, meeting an old German
friend of his on the street one day,
began- te tell his woes ending up by
saying, "And Mr. Brown, the ohurca-
warden, actually called me a 'Perfect
ass': my cloth prevents me from re-
senting Insults, but I think I should
refer to it in the pulpit next Sunday.i$4111 11MASYMilledreullifi What would you advise?"
• "Mein friendt," said the old Ger-
man, wits a twinkle In his eye, "I
know not, but I tink eat al/ you can
do vill pe youst to bray for them. as_
usual!"
$10, $35, M10 Suita...eisem
Stee, 4122.50, $20 Sulte.$15.50
eiN and *15 Suit  11112.541
$12.30 Stilts $ 1.2.1
eDo yu appreciate utile
these prices mean? You lime
never before holIght clothing
MO) cheaply In Paducah. and
you have ntwer 111141 such new,
fresh siewks to choose from as
The New Store offers you.
It emild be poor economy
le sas   on the prim of
clothing, If you loaf* It in the
quality. The New Store offers
you the lowest prier you or
nnv one else ever saw cloth-
ing 'aired in Paducah. and
hacks 'It up with the QUAL-
ITY.
•
—February Lippincott's.
The_ ttotal nember of Immigrants
to the United States, 19o-6, was
I 10e,73-5, 
What Osteopathy Will Do.
Tnero are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also %of
some of its achievements. But thee
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
renditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not Infrequent-
ly there is mutual surprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true Illustration. •
Personally, I have cured chronic
cases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervouttneee, neuralgia and
headaches for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coming
generally known in Paducah, as It
should be
I Should like to talk with you at
any time about your particular case,
and know I can cite yen to snmp of
your friends who will attest to what
the treatment has done for them In
similar diaseaett. Do. mei to my office,
416 Broadway, pr *tette 14081-• any
time from 9 to 12 or I to 6 p m.
.,DR. G. B. FROAGIC.
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Tuesday
Boys' Shop
Afternoon
From
2 to 4
For revo Hours Only
TUESDAY
tunity
prices
their
dren's
offered
low
afternoon from 2 to 4 the mothers of
young Paducah will certainly have a rare oppor-
to buy HOOD RELIABLE BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S SUITS at
far below the actual cost of the material used in
manufacture. Our ENTIRE STOCK of Boys' and Chil-
SUITS has been divided into two items, which are
between the hours mentioned at the extremely
prices quoted below: I Item No. 1 
Includes Boys' and Children's Suits, double-bvisted, Nor-
folks, Buster Browns, blouses, et.:. 500 Suits that sold
up to $5.00. Your choice for two hours 
$2.43only
Item N o. 2 _=
Includes Boys' and Children's Suite, double-breasted, Noriolks,
Buster Browns, blouses, etc. 320 Suits that sold up to
$10,00. Your choice for two hours
only
Not more than one suit of a size to each cus-tomer. _
Positively no sales at these prices after 4 o'clock.
No goods charged or sent on approval.
,
Largest Dark Tobacco Deal Made
For Purchase of Ten Million Pounds
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 11.--The
largest deal in dark tobacco within
the last twenty-dive years and the
second largest deal ever made in ,the
history of she product, ties just been
consemmated -in isouisvtlie. The pur-
chase involves 10,001.1,00.0 pounds,
wttice means between 6.'40 and
I7,004) hogsheads—of the weed, and theamount of money Involved is not lessthan 2750,0000. The purchaee wesI
made from the Louisville Tobacco
i Wa.rehottee company by Nat F.
Dortch. for W. S. (Mathews & Sons,
/Whose headqttarters are in. Louisville,
awl who said out some- years ago to
I what Is now the American Tobacco
company.
The magnitude ofthe purchase
mule by Mr. Dortch is not grasped at
the Ilea mention of the purchase of
ten million pounds is most the entire
dark tobacco, as purchased by' the
firm represented by • Mr. Dortrh, is
green in Tennessee and the south-
western part of Kentucky, and ten
minion . pounds its e•motst the entire
crop of One Year in this particular
belt. This purchase is o4 tobacco
grown in 1906, and will be taken
over by the firm at once for the sup-
ply of the trade commended by it.
The business of the company is to
rehapele tobacco—that is, retie it
and reprise it, and ship it to Africa,
West Indies. South American coun-
tries, Central American countries dad
Mexico.
Several deals An 1311 rley tobacco
larger than the one Just consent-
mated have been made in the United
States, but only one before in dark
tobacco outstrips that announced by
Mr. Dor Leh. Back in. 18/02 Sawyer.
Wallace & Co , "hen doing businees
in New York. Mince when the firm has
passed out of existence, sold 9,800
hogsheads to M. 'Abenheitn & 0o. for
the French and Italian trade.
FIND FATHER'S BODY IN CAVE.
Sons D104'0%1'7 C0111114 • of Parent %'ho
(aettmitted Suicide by Hanging.
.Mayville, Wis., Feb. 11.—Gustav
lieuk, a former well knewa business
man of Theresa, Wis., committed sui-
cide by- hanging in a cave in a ledge
a half-mile from his home. Lena
disappeared on Wednesday. Search
was instituted by his sons, who found
the lifeless bode hanging front the
limb of a tree which overhung the
ret
Lank went into bankruptcy two
t years ago and later was arrested on
a charge of embezzlement. He WWI ft
Prisoner at the county jail for several
months and recedtly secured hall. His
trial was set for next ;week. '
. -
Yard* Are Congested.
Local Illinois Central freight yards
were blacked yesterehte and bee'
.treitstrien Sad diffietaty - 'le gtating
trains in and out. Se congested was
!the emeiltIone In the south Yard
141
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that two trains of 45 coal cars each
had to be taken to the coal tittles'
tracks and stied awe-. This morn-.
lug the conditions ate better, but
there are more cars in the yards than
ordinarily.
N., C. & S1.1.. New City Ticket office,
1311 Broadway.
Through tickets on sale to Nash-
ville. Chatanooga, Atlanta and
peinta in the southeast: 4 Jeckson.
Memphis and points southwest. ln-
terohangeable 1,001-mile tickets for
$25 00. B. J. Mullaney, city passen-
ger agent.
Iron Mountain Men Raised.
Machinists in Little ,Roelt on the
Iron Mountain are jubilant over a
raise secured last wepk of frem
to IS rents the-sheets l'hey made
their demands wonteejltne ego. The
lac 1 4e W 1: 1 draw ilitatty„tuaebiniste
be 'Tattle lock.
Sulterrilve for The Sun,
SAN ANTONIO REAL ESTATE
Will Engage Attention of David B.
Sanders.
Mr. David H. Sanders has pur-
chased a big real estate business In
Sn Antonio,Tex.,and will live there
in future. He 'eft Paducah several
weeks ago for Texas on account nf
his wife's health, and she was so ben-
efited by the change that he decided
to remain there permanently. Mr.
Sanders is a Paducah boy and for six
years has been . traveling for the
Gedman Shoe company, of Colum-
bus, 0. He has had some experience
In real estate, being associated with
hia brother, Dr. Lillard Sanders, in
several deals in Paducah and will
doubtless be successful in San Anto-
nio, with which he is very mush
pleased.
NOTE I, AltRIV4LS.
Palmer---./. K. !Odgers, Newburg,
N. Y.: C. H. %Ilium, Smithland;
Kitchen, Indianapolis, Ind.; R.„
Cox, Hot Springs, Ark.C. E. ('re-
soy, Iftenboldt, Tenn.; A. E. Griffith.
New York: C. M. Hall, Blandville; A.
C. Bedford, Hardwell; J. A. Etter-
rens, St. Louis; A. J. Seguin, Chtca-
gel G. M-. Green, Nashville; Ronald
Fisher, Louisville': Mayo Loeb. Cin-
cinnati; F. B. Engleharcle Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.: H. A. Cronler, Chiea
go.
Belvedere--A. L. Cotaworth, St.
Louis; W. M. Elrod, Nashville;
Blum, Nashville; J. F. Mingea, Chi-
cago: Zack Brown, Loreman, Tex.:L. D. Ginger. Mt. Vernon, lnd.; 0.
1). Pocock, Camden, O.; James John-
son, 'Attie Rock, Ark.; G. W. Lan-
dram, Smithlansi
. New Richmond—Dr. J. C. Wood-
'on, New Madrid, Mo.: A. L. Bridges.Metropolis, the f), H. Littleton.Per-is, Tenn.; M. V. Malian), Waverly,
Tenn.; G. W. Edwards, Vieksburg,
Mime; A. D. Moore, Princetot: Weir.
Matbia. Milan, Tenn.; Mrs. L. Whit-sen, kappa, 11' : G. W. Meyer. Berea.Farry: 'J. 'TA/WC Memelite; 01-
ral, Fetish. Haerishmett 111.r. W :S.Hackett. Memphis; R. W. Noyes,
Camden, Tenn.; W. E. Garrett, BayCity, III.
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%isse4 $8.50 dui13
chi4 Week for
$3.50
gudg,
!fadies cailor Juits, $15.00
Value4, fati4 Week or
$4.90
Is
-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-Several shots were fired at bur-
glars who attempted to enter Sears'
grocery in Tyler Sunday morning.
- Upright pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Weedlng invitations, announce-
ments ant every character of en-
greyod work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sure
-The McCracken County Medical
society will meet Tuesday night with
Dr. Frank Boyd at his office in the
Brookhill•huilding. Dr. Boyd will lece
ture on the surgery of the stomach
and Dr. J. G. Brooks will lecture on
"Chranccroids."
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Fraternity building to 525 Broalway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870, residenee 272.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phono 401
-Fine carnations at 50c per dezen
at Bra:eons, 529 Broadway.
-Globe Weriecee filing cases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders proiliptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
-Do not forget the Valentine
dance at Red Men's 'hal:, February
14th, given by Evergreen Circle.
Tickets 50c.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun. S -ipe ca./els and plate $1..50 a
hundred, :he 0.14 Entellnh $3.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun snows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at priees much lower than
you pay enewhere.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Got your meals at Whitehead's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
daye. Nice, polite service guaran-
teed.
--The Sunday School Teachers
Training cla-e wUl meet this eventn4
at 7:3.0 o'clock at the parish house
of Grace Episcopal church, The
Rev. D. C. Weght will talk on "His-
torieal Places of Palestine." Ali in-
terested in Sunday school work and
Bible study are cordially invited to be
present. •
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. CO.
-drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes,. flies
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
---,C. E. Jennings has moved' his
Real Estate and Insurance office
from Fraternity building Heroes the
'street to leer floor of Trueheart
building. No. 521 Broadway.
--The Rev. L. H. Estes. of Murray'
preached last evening at the Trimble
Street Methodist church. Mr. Estes
is a son of Judge L. H.Estes of Mem-
phis, who is well known In Paducah.
lie Is just entering the ministry but
Is a onog preacher with promise of
a fine future.
Wiltliere Will Be Moved.
Kingston Feb. VI --e0onditionir on
the island are truoh as to make it
prove icalley postai ble to pare for
soldiers. Nearly all the West Indian
regiments are _ ordered . to Herrn tide.
Only two companiee reMaln ,to
pore/ the biliend.
The revolving fly wheel gather; no
flies.
•
CHICAGO SIMPI.IFIED.
A List of 230 Words Contains Many
Changes and Eliminations.
A recent letter in a New York
paper drew attention to the western
advance in the spelling campaign as
shown in the latest manual of style
issued by the Chicago University
Press. ' Frog read ve c on serve ti sm '
Is the phrase used in the manual to
define the attitude toward reform.
The list of 236 words given in the
manual justifies that phrase. Seven-
ty-six of the words march with the
simplified spelling procession. Eigh-
teen chow a variation, the remainder
either follow similar ideas or are out-
side the scope of the list in question.
In the variations there appears to be
some element of caprice.
The axe is used on its own "e" and
elsewhere. A complete uniformity is
observed in the dropping of the "n"
from the ending-"our." as in-arbor,
armor, honor and the like. Final
"re" becomes "er.•'
The usage regardEng "s" and "z"
appears to be lees consistent, Cate-
chize and criticize are alike, but "s"
remains, perhaps t% soften "parti-
san." In the manual "c" gives place
to "s" in defense, bet remains in
"practice:,
Perhaps the most uneven practice
is observable in words where the
vowels 'se" appear. Both are retain-
ed in "Aegis," "aeolian," 'aesthetic,"
"archaeology." "athenaeum," and
cyclopedic as well as in paleography,
phoenix rises from its ashes with "o" 
the Eagles'"mediaeval.- "E," however, is held
sufficient in "cyclopedic," and in en-
cyelopediic, as well as in paleography,
paleontology and primeval. The
phoenix rises from its shes with "o"
still unroll:sinned ,Subpoena is served
with an "o.- On the other hand "o"
is dropped from "maneuver." In Chi-
cago their programmes are as long as
possible.
;1,44-44-4-4-4-444-4%t lier
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
,A4r-ri-r-i-reedrdrdreim4
'Charity Club Tea Tuesday Afternoon.
The Charity club will have a
Shrove-Title Tea tomorrow afternoon
from 3 to 6 o'clock at the home of
Mrs. George C. Wallace, 32,3 North
Ninth street. It promises to be a
I very attractive occasion. An informal
enusical program will be rendered
during the afternoon and light re-
freshments will be served. There will
be an admission of 10 cents for the
Charley club's fund, and a liberal
Patronage Mould be accorded.
The musical program will be:
Vooal solo-Miss Julia Scott.
Vocal solo-Mrs. James Vieille.
Vocal- solo--Mr. Richard Scott.
Instrumental duet-Mrs. George
B. Hart and Miss Adati Brazelton.
Vocal solo-Miss Anne Bradshaw.
Vocal solo-iMr. Polk,
i
Instrumental stolo-eMiss Mary
Scott.
Vocal solo-Mr. Robert Scott.
NOTRIE.
R EMOVA OF 9IA(1( !ARENS.
Paducah Tent No. 47 will here-
after hold their regular reviews in
the old Odd Fellows hail., corner
Fifth and Broadway. All Sir Knights
please take notice of the change.
JAMES WEILLE, Ft. K.,
K. 0. T. M. Paducah, KY.
Frank Meyers' Infant.
The month-old sou of Frank Mey-
ers, of 1129 South Fourth street,
died this morning at 6 o'clock of
whooping Cough. The baby will be
buried tomorrow afternoon in Oak
Grove cemetery. Mr. Meyers is a
well known employe of the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing company.
It takes a smart woman to look
pretty when she isn't.
Former Paducah Girl Entertains Club
The Jackson (Tenn.) Daily Sun of
yesterday Says:
"Miss Zetta Roberts was the host-
ess for the Entre Nous club Saturday
afternoon and they had quite a :Orel'
time playing "Wiggs," but before the
game began pretty little water color
pictures were distributed 'and a guess
was inscribed upon the reverse side
of the card. The club prize was won
by Misa -Hattie Seward A.nderson,
and the guest, a box of stationery, by
Mies Pattie Person. Miss Mollie
Hill cut the consolation, a book. A
dainty mated course was served fol-
lowed by cream and cake."
High Standard Musical on 19th,
Mrs. P. H. Fields is arranging to
have a very fine musicale on Febru-
ary 19, at the Third street Methodist
church, of which her husband is the
minister. Mrs. Fields has much
ability in vocal culture and hats been
endeavoring to elevate the musica.:
talent among the young people by
Introducing a high class of music
with fine success. The musical will
Include some splendid features in
solos, choruses, duets, double Quar-
tettes and orchestral music of
classical grade. Many young people
of tee south side will take part.
Enjoyable Affair Tonight,
The Valentine dance arranged by.
mee,'rs. George Holiday and Joe
Fisher will take elace this evening at
hail on Broad-way.
Stationnian Dan Bailey of No. 1
fire station. was injured in his left
Iseg Saturday by a platform falling on
Theodore Shaffer, of the Illinois
Central shops, burned his hand on a
red hot flue Saturday afternoon.
While 'working on an engine.
Mr. Rtife Veal went to
this morning on business.
Mrs. G. Blancete of Cabo, arrived
this morning to visit Mrs. Ed Thur-
man, on South Third street.
Mr. Earl Walters went to Marion
this morning on business.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
this morning on business,
Mr. Abe Burch, of 1111 .Monroe
street, father of 'Engineer William 0.
Burch, is reported better today.
Dr. P. H. Stewart was called to
Benton this morning on professional
business.
Born to Dr. and Mrs. T. Mac Hill
a son.
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot was
unable to be at his offie% today on
5k)(51111t of the grip.
Mr. Cr. C. Graseham will leave to-
night for Ashland, Tenn., on busi-
ness. _
Mrs. .1. V. Alford has returned to
Benton
4.1191•94.1119........1•1Ars,
Down by the Sea,.
Soft is snowy, downy pith:mil
Corn, the booming ocean' billows.
Rolling in!
Let no went of yours he slighted. 1
ADVERTISE-you'll he d•lighted, ,
For replies will seen be sighted.
Rolling in!
•••414411494.4
emir.
A
home in Aurora, after an opera-
tion for cataract* on het e)os at the
Riverside hospital.
Mrs. S. E. Prentiss left this morn-
ing for Louisville to visit.
Miss Virginia Newell, of North
Seventh street, who has been ill from
grip, is better tockiy.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Maurice B. Nash,
Jr., of Louisville, arrived Saturday
evening and are the guests of Me.
and Mrs. M. B. Nash at the Hans
Solid fiats on North Ninth street.
Mrs. Nash will make a two weeks'
visit while Mr. Nash has business in
this end of the state.
Jailer James Eaker has gone to
Arkansas to visit relatives.
Mr. and MTS. A. E. Osborn of
South Third street, are the parents
of a boy baby.
Mr. Clarence afeChord is 1101 of
grip,
Mr. Claude Rueseti, the dairyman,
is sick at his home from the grip.
Mrs. S. P. Ragsdale, of North
Ninth street, is ill of malarial fever.
Sheriffs Will Brand, of Graves
county. and G. Johnson, of Fulton
count)', are in the city on business.
JAPANESE PAPER VIEWS.
--
Thinks Labor and School Problem
Should Be Separated.
Tokio, Feb. 11.-The Jiji in
leading editorial anent the San Fran-
cisco, incident expresses disbelief in
the possibility of the adoption of a
new treaty mutually restricting labor
immigration as a solution of the pub-
lic school controversy. The J1j1 de-
clares that it is aware that a large
number of Japanese are going to
San Francisco from Hawaii and that
this immigration is causing jealousy
on the part of white labor, but it con-
tends that this is due to the imper-
fect provision of the existing law
which might be remedied by an
agreement on the part of both gov.
ernments, but which should consti-
tute an entirely separate subject of
discussion as not concerning the pre-
sent San Francisco dispute, in which
:atter Japan stands upon her treaty
rights.
CHURCH OF HOLY APOSTLES.
In Paris Filled VVIth Worshipers at
Sunday Services.
Paris, Feb. 11.- The Church of
the Holy Apostles, which was inaug-
urated last Sunday, was again pack-
ed to the doors today, hut there Was
no repetition of last Sunday'S dis-
graceful scenes. Pollee in plain
clothes were stationed at the doors,
and only once was the service inter-
ruptect. This was .when a young man
shouted "Sacrilege." He and IR com-
panions belonging to the "Society of
Young Roytlists" were ejected and
arrested on a charge of impeding
liberty of worship.
How Water Polo is: Played.
The uninitiated will always condemn
water polo for lack of understanding.
The comment on its brutality is not
an- uncommon one. But, who has
not heard the like about football.
hockey, basket hall or lacrosse?
Water polo is no more brutal than
any of the other manly contests which
the American athlete indulges in. As
to Its being a headless scramble,
only people who don't understand it
think so. Unfortunately, the lack
of available tanks has kept the pub-
pool, parallel to the shallow ends.
and many of its best points are thus
lost sight of.
Let us steal a glance behind toe
scenes and find out a few things
about the inner workings of the
game. We will skip what every one
knows, that there are six on a team,
tnat the goals must be touched and
cannot be thrown and that the start
is made by lining up earn team at
its own end of the tank, placing the
hall In• the center and then letting
both teama race for it: Toe first
thing to leapt in order to under-
stand the plays Is the division of the
pool Into sections. This is done by
Imaginary lines drawn across the
pool, paralled to the shallow ends.
tnThe four-foot lines ark off spaces
which none but 
tit 
two defending
players can enter when the ball is
not within. The fifteen-foot lines
areeesed tel start forwards from In 7
free trial after wnere the hall shad
be placed at start of play. .
The goal section is a four by eight
foot pace marked by the foar-foot
line, the sides oh the tank and two
lines drawn perpendicularly to the
four-foot line, two feet on each side
of the goa' Herein Indiscriminate
tackling is allowed when toe ball Is
within. In Martin the fastest man
is always sent after the ball, as It is
a decided advantage to secure it first.
--I.. de B. Handley' in February Rec-
reation.
Ring 'for Mr. Chandler.
The Eleetrieel Workers' Union
held a sale) at Central Labor hall
Saturday night and a ring Was pre-
sented to Mr. C. Chandler, of the
Home Tel.phohe company, as a mark
akliPilrIlition fres& the union Mesh-
hers. Mr Cherneller will ehnrtly
Pad u r.ah
Sialtweribe for The Sim
v.44.4.4.44.44.4.4.4.v‘
1 IN THE COURTS  t
Circuk Court.
Sarah A. Wilson against John G.
Wilson, judgment for divorce enter,-
ed.
A new trial wasgranted the plain-
tiff in A. J. Atchison against John D.
MoElya.
County Court.
This morning in county court the
appraisement of the estate of the
late Dr. J. D. Smith was filed by Ap-
praisers Melvin Byrd and F. M. Mc-
Glathery. The total appraisement for
money on deposits and accounts is
$13,929.13, of which $12,058.22 is
considered worthless, being old ac-
counts for profeesional services.
Following are the settlements or-
dered recorded. J. C. Coghill, L. M.
Cornilaud, R. L. Smith, F. M. Law-
rence, Lela Hollis, M. L. Hollis,
--Claude Holils,itnby Pearl Smith, Al-
bert Rogers, Frank Whitlock, Frank
Williams and Turner Gaines.
T. J. Moore, W. E. Baker and Wal-
ter Fisher were allowed $75.40 each
and T. J. Potter $75.60 for taking
five boys to the reform school.
Polite court.
tRobert Jones, colored, charged
with using abusive language towards
Prof. H, F. Lyon, was fined $50 and
costs. The charge of breach of peace
against Young Taylor, who is al-
leged to have struck Tom •Mylett with
a crutch-, was continued.
Other cases: Tom Clark, drunken-
ness, $1 and costs: George Reign,
drunkenness, $1 and costs: Fran-
Sullivan, drunk and disorderly, CIO
and costs.
Rehkopf Case.
This morning attorneys represent'
Dig creditors of E. Rehkopf, met in
adjourned session to hear exceptions
to claims, and all the morning was
consumed in the work.
The election of a trustee is the
principal business, but no action in
that matter has been taken. It Is
thought a trustee will be elected be-
fore the meeting adjourns this after-
noqn. One important development
was the alleged soliciting of claims of
one attorney. His ,claims were all
held up, pending a thorough investi-
gation.
Deeds Filed.
A. Y. Martin, trustee, to H. T.Hes-
sig, property on Jones street between
Ninth and Tenth streets and at
Eighth ac l Jackson streets. $5,100
Marriage Licenses.
William F. Horton to Claudia M.
Greaff.
William White to Joate Wiseman.
Edgie Brasher to Nannie McClure.
MEMBERSHIP OF NEW DOUNLt
Politics of New House \tempers May
Be Predictetl.
Sr. Petersburg, Feb. 11.- On the
basis of the present election returns
It Is possible to predict with a fair
degree of accuracy the politics of
247 of the total of 524 members of
the new lower house. Five belong to
the right party, there will probably
he 29 Conservatives, the Octoberists
and Moderates are expected to have
58 seats: the Opposition is assured
of 109: the delegation from the, ter-
ritory of Don Cossacks will number
11 and the delegation from Polann
will number 39 Nationalists. This
forecast is open to modification on
account of the vagueness of theilieffi•
eta classification of the peasants.
FEHNII PASHA MUST TRAVEL.
Hint of haleer'e Disimesesere
Turkish Official's Trial. 
•
Constanninople. Feb. 11.-The spe-
cial commieslon, of. inquiry orderei
by the sultan to examine Into th.
charges against Fehml Pa-ths, el-Ce
of the secret police of the palace, whu
I was alleged by the German embas
sy recently caused the seizure of F
ship's cargo destined- for Hamburg
has concluded its work. The Cermet
embassy, at the sultan's . request
waived a public trial, but ineetet
that Fehmi Pasha be banished.
which it Is understood all-1 be done
as the sultan Is convinced that Ern
perm. Wdelain i strongly backing le
the German embassy'. demand to
the puniehmenteof the official.
Cause,
GREATER PADUCAH DAY
DATE MiLl, 11E SETTLEU
At a meeting of the directors o'
the Commercial einh tomorrow night
the committee on the "Greater Patin
call Day" will report progress, and
is probable that preliminary arrange
menet for the event will be settled
upon and the date set.
_ . • 
MmOot rose levtred.
Washington, Feb. 11.- The Smoot
ease 'as brought up in the senate to
day by Berry. of Arkansas, who or
Pled -the adoption of the resolution
reported by the committee on privi
Jews; and election, holding the Ptah
Renato, Rot entitled to his seat.
A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.
WANTED-Cook, colored prefer-
red. Both phones 415.
"WANTED-A young lady that hue
had some experience In bookkeeping.
Sdcleees Lock Box 38-.01-edrorrdear-car•rdr4 FOR RENT-The house nett to
A business man who has too few
people on his payroll is rather lees
wise than even he who has too many.
Advert fse.
When you see, one whose face evi-
dences a lively interest in- life you
see one who reads and answers the
Want Ads.. •
To the person who wants to buy
an article of furniture, this paper is
important chiefly in that it contains
some furniture ads. We hope that it
Is important in all ways-we know
it is in that.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
HORSE for sale, bargain. George
Skelton, 817 South Fiftn.
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop,
Second and Tennessee. Phone 22'2.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
•137 F. Levin.
CLO I HES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
Acme 1025, old phone 975.
FOR RENT-One furnished
918 Monroe.
----1'-11R-S:ISHED ROOM for rent. Ap-
ply 549 Washington.
STENOGRAPHER harlot five
yearn' experience wishes position. Old
Phone 2716.
LOST-Lady's gold. watch and fob.
Initials M. S. on fob. Return to
Star laundry and receive reward.
FOR REN'T-4'eleaore fiiin in c:ty
limits. Splendid for gardening pur-
poses. Address X., care Sun.
MONEY TO DEND-S, T. Randle,
real estate and insurance, room No.
3, ArnericanzGerman National bank.
WANTED-Position as poi-ter by
experienced man. Address V., care
Sun.
_
FOR SALE-7.-pne bedroom suite.
one couch, one i3russell carpet. Ap-
ply 1319 Clay. Old phone 2762.
WANTED----t-wo or three lady *so-
licitors. Call at 906 North Seventh
street after 5 o'clock p. m.
FOR RIENT-Four-mom flat, gas.
electric light and water, furnished or
unfurnished. Apply 108. South
Third street.
POR SALE--New boat 141x 41,
built for gasoline power. Apply W.
Pay-ne, eare Barksdale Bees.,
Third and KenturkY avenue.
SEND your elothes--fo the Fault-
less Pressing club, 302 14 Broadway
niigh & Browder, proprietors. Bots
phones 1507._
FOR SALE--Lot on Salem avenul.
tex114. Price $600. II. C. Hotline,
lea' restate and General Insurance.
frueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE' -Frame residence' of
wo stories on Third street having
16 rooms On lot 721137, stable and
ather out-honsee, $4,0000. H. C. Hol-
;Ins, Reel testate, Trueheart Bids
Telepohne 197. - - •
FOR SALE-:::•Four room house on
'at 24114F te &ley, two imriehe.s. co];
house, eta. Situated on South Fourth
street Rents $9 per month Price
iRflo. H. C. Hotlins, Triuthea.rt
Bldg. Telephone 127.
the Groat Southern Tea and Coffee
company on Second street. Apply to
Biederman Distilling company, neat
door.
- FOR, SA,LE-Ontiage of 4 -roorni
and reception ball. Three othere
rooms can he constructed in % story.
Situated on. lot 40117e, good neigh-
bor-hood tn. ikeehaniesburg, $1,2041.
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tel-
ephohe 127,
FOR SA14E-Good investment
property. Can rent for $6 iser
month. Price $500. Two room house
on Hampton avenue, lot 4'ext24). Can
be rented $8 per month by expendit-
ure of $200 additional. R. C.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
I FOR SALE-Attractive cottage of
five rooms, solid stone steps, brick
walk around. house, shade trees, pied
grates with chimneys of brick built
from ground, water in kitchen and
yard, lot 401E165 to 16 foot alley,
buggy-house, coal-house, stable, etc.
Price $1.50e. Call telephone 127.
H. C. Hollins. Real Estate, Trueheort
Building.
- -FOR SALE Five room reeidence,
bath, closets, pantry, private sewer-
age in house hot and cold water,
porcelain bath, two porchees, three
cabinet mantles, hardwood finish, lot
fronting loo feet. on Broadway and
running back 165 feet to 241 foot al-
ley. Very choice locality in the Weed.
End, $3,;1041. H. C. Hoilins, True-
heart Bldg,' Telephone 127.
'FOR SALE F.ve room house on
North Side, 17 blocks west, built in
1906, two coats white paint._ white
vealle, 3 'bed rooms 15x15, kitehen 14)
x12, reception hail 9xI2, pantry,
closets, one porch 6 feet deep by 21
feet long. One lxwch 5 feet deep by
7 feet long, stable .and other out
hottees, large shade tress, improved
streets. lot 50x132 with Piles
$1.7 . - H. C. Hollins, Trucheart
Bldg. Telephone P27._ .
ESTRAY NOTICE-- Taken up 14
an estray ha' J. T. Jones, living on
the Houser road, seven miles south-
west of Paduc.ah. Ky., one heifer one
year old, with fed sides, white back
and belly marked with crop and one
hole In each ear with no ()thee
marks or brands. Valued by J. R.
Jones at seven dollars. Given tinder
my hand as a justice of the peace of
McCracken county. J. Ft. Thompson,
J. P.
Frightened Burglars.
Residents upstairs frightened
away burettes who tried to enter the
Bugg drug store -at Twelfth and
Broadway streets Saturday at mid-
night.
asaisesis
CUT FIA)WERS.
Choice Carnations, per dere Gee
Pose., best grade per dot .. $1.01
Roman Hyacinths, white. per dos. 413c
A choice lot of Anions In any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Dutch Hyacinths in piolir;
Nara issue in- bud,-ruice for blooming.
indoors.
Free &livery to any part of the
city.
SCIIMA1111 BROS.
Both phones 192
4
PAM SEL
OUR SPECIALTY
Hours 8 a. to to P. p. m.
Sunday 9 a m. to 4 p. m.
PHONE 330
We are the only dentists in
l'adtleah who take out your old
_teeth and Insert new ones the
same day. The old and well
trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have
taken the lead, so come *ith us.
Full set of teeth ...............*b 00
Gold Crowns, 22k . 113.00
Fillings 60c and up
Remember we Lae only the
hest materials and guarantee all
gold work 10 years.
The Hill Dental Co.
204 1-2 Broadway, Over Cherry's Grocery,
Advertising Legialators.
Tne craze which some members of
The Legislature have ror getting in
hills which shall have their names as
backers and make newspaper head-
lines for them is responsible for a
good part of tiae mass of useless stuff
that !logs and delays the sessiotis of
the Legislature. As Practical Poli-
tics says, it is outrageous, to say the
least, that tame should be this abuse
of the petitioning power o: the Gen-
eral Court. If the Rules Committee
had the power to go through the list
of measures submitted and kill out
the strike, bills or the foolish bills,
and it is hard to make a distinction
between the two, the whole problem
of holding the" session down to its
proper length vet:mist
diately.—Wakefleal,
be settled imme-
(Mass.) Item.
The Deacon's Indiscretion.
The deacon called in at the smithy
for the chain which the blacksmith
had been welding together. Seeing
the chain on the floor, the deacon
lifted it, and finding it red-hot, drop-
ped it witn an explosive "H-1!" then
rtcovering himself, nastily said, "I
like to have said."
Feb eiary Lippincott's.
1
One of the chief obstacles to AM-
erican trade in Lower (Mexican)
California is the long time taken in
transpOrtation from Americas trade
centers.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
.78NIMNIMNMII/MINN/I/MINEff :raw
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
1324 4 N. Fourth t. Phones 787
We Use the King
Bosom Ironers.--
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
I
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
"IMP^
,)
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
F. Pnxton, R. Rudy,
President. Cashier
P Puryear
Aspistr.nt Cashier.
CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
Inc•rpor•t•d
Capital  $100,000
Surplus   50,000
Stockholders Debility   100,000
Total security to depoeitorn $230,000
Ascounte of individual, and firms welched. We appreciate
small as yield n. barge depositer, and accord to all the same
courtroutt treatment.
Interest Pisid on Time Deposits
0111s1N tiA,11.71WAY MG 11111. FROM 7 WO
Third and *roadway
OCIAXIM.
JTLh!**ENING SUN.
"A MODEL CHURCH,"
BY DR. G. Yi. BANKS
Preaches Eloquent Sermon a
Trimble Street
Apostolic church Had All "The Parts
and Particulsue if the Most
Complete."
I
LARGE AVDOACE YESTEI:DAY. 
thA large crowd attended e Trim-
ble street Method4st church at 11
o'clock yeetetday morning. Many
signs of improvement are apparent in
ea this new and growing church. The
'pastor, the Rev. G. W. Banks has
served the Second church in Memphis
for the past four years and has begun
what promises to be a successful Pas-
torate at the Trimble street church.
The subject of the sermon was "A
Model Church" and Acts 11:2
selected as the text.
Dr. Banks said in part:
"1 am to speak to you today on
the subject "A Model Church," and
1 have selected this accottru of the
Apostolic church as being a model,
as having In it all the parts and par-
ticulate of the most complete church
possibltaTIA model must represent in
full detail the complete one as a
model hinder or thresher or engine.
The model may be smalls and yet It
may show the outline of the complete
machine. This apostolic church was
small only having in it 120 persons.
was
There are people in Paducah who
woui.d not consider a church having
no more than 124) people as being a
church at all. If a body of 124) were
well organized and had among them
;and upon them the spirit of worship
I they irilht conetlitute a church in the
highest sense. A multitude of pee-
We might be bounded together with-
out the spirit of worship and thus
would fail to Elie the place of a church.
Let us look at this body assembled
on Mt. Zion to the west of the city of
Jerusalem.
A Harmonious (hurch.
"They were of one accord." This
means that they were in perfect
agreement, which is the very first
condition for sueceseful work. When
Mr. McKinley was 'hesitating about
declaring war against Spain he was
 urged on by congress with a propo-Isition to provide for the debt be PeeS-
in g a law requiring the liacing of a
two cent postage stump on every
l bank check and a certain amount on
I notes and deeds, etc. Thus the debtI was provided for. The sestet of this
wonderful seheme was found in the
fact that so many were compeleed to
make some sort of contribution to
'this war debt. , The postal system in
the United States is tbe greatest. con-
cern In this country and yet the eon-
tributions are all small. Everybody
that patronizes the malls eqnsent a toi 
make a cash contribution. All are
,agreed that the master must be sup-
ported. They were of one accord.
They were of the same mind. No'
church can do much that has a sep-
arate opinion for every society or for
of All 1 each individual. When the Church
is a compact almost anything can be
- done.I "An aesembling church. They
, were al) present, not tad or POO or1
119, but 1120. All that an earnest
pastor wants is a hearing. He wants
to look into the faces of his parishon-
ers regularly and if be does this and
!does not bring things to pass then he
Is to blame and not 'his people. There
is warmth and 'empathy and enthuse
'lawn in a crowd. The thread of the
army insptres all the soldiers. Men
love compane. Nothing is better for
a Church than to run over a few
times. You kt a person feel afraid
that a seat will not be round and sec
how he wantr to tome. No man ean
attend upon the regular services and
not be bettered and no man can ntg-
lect these from time to time and not
suffer.
A Prayerful Church.
"This church was a prayerful one,
had been for ten days in this wonder-
fill prayer meeting. The outpouring
of the spirit on a church or individte
al may seem a strange thing, but a
little tack of all this there is a sea-
son of prayer That explains al:. Who-
l
ever dares to shut himsel in with
,Ood will come out with the afflatus
,of the epirit upon him; sometimes In
,the form of a tongue of fire. No
!great advancement ean be possible
without first communion with the
great head of the church. Prayer
will settle everything and open the
way for new atitivities..
A blburionary Church.
"The aorount goes on to state that
they went everywhere preaching and
teaching the good news. ,This church
hadlia mission to all the world. Prob-
ably they felt that they would not be
*hie to ttpread.thepe glad tiding'. tin-
iest they had a special prertlon
for thegrtat wOrk.. 
114,„.g9ai 
_takes
no less inteithe Wan than •the arhele
trumen race. Our commission Is to (wets in 1849.
an the world and to all the weellki we -The entire lativrew 111114e eve4 pAnt-
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Useful Furniture
On Easy Payments 
BUCK'S RANGES
.01
.saaas.
,. TU E
oREAT
WrifttptiAga.
iltie
ales
We are sole agents for
this celebrated range
and are still offering
them to you at the old
price, regardless of the
large advance.
/035.00
Will g t a handsome one.
$ 1 cash, $ 1 each week.
Combination
Book Case
Our large re-
duction i n
price has re-
duced our
stock to only
a few left
15 Per Cent
off the origi-
nal price is
what we offer
Nou. $1 cash,
50c a week.
Iron and Brass Beds
Raw material is advancing rapidly, yet
as long as pur present stock lasts we
offer you the old prides. $ 1 cash and
$1 per week will get your selection.
_
....411NOIffaffINIMINHIP811111111111111e. 
'pel because a little missionary meet-
ing was held on British son and two
men were sent across the great sea
to the west. Those were Mr. Pilmoor
and Mr. Boardman who came to
North America as missionaries. As
a result of their labors we have alt
our churches and al' our boasted
civilization. Shall We not send it to
others; if not, why not?
A Triumphant Church.
"Thai little band had much opposi-
tion. All Judea howled on their
trail for thetr blood. Probably the
strongest evidence of the author:0,
of Christianity is found in the fact
that It has stood the storms of per-
secutioneeud opposition from the be-
ginning. The fact that Jesuit 411.4
plant his system of truth in all lands
in spite of the world is strong evi-
dence that his doctrine and mission
were divine. This system hue note-
log to fear.-
Endorsed by the County.
"The most popular remedy in
Otsego County, and the best freind
of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz.
editor and publisher of the Otsego
Journal, Gilbertsvilae, N.' Y., "is Dr.
Kings New Discovery. It has proven
to be an infallible cure for coughs
and coldsalaking short work of the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle In the house. I believe it to
be the most valuable prescription
known for Lung and Throat diseas-
es." Guarteed to never disappoint
the taker, by all druggists. Price
50c and el.00. Trial bottle free.
It is said that there is a regular
traffic in lending engagement rings
In' Aiit rails,
,
DON'T PUT IT weir
t-ntil tomorrow what you can do today.
It you are puttering from a torpid liver
or eonatIpation don't wait until tomor-row to get help. Buy a bottle of Herb..
Inc and get that liver working right.
Promptneas nboyt health saves many
sick spells. Mrs. Ida Gresham. Point,
writes:' "I used 14erbiar In my
fatolty for i yeers and find It does
all It claims to do."
'Sold by nit druggists.•
00td mas .firit discovered In Coda
wi
atust go or send. 'We have the gee- lod In 1458.
•
McDougal
Kitchen Cabinets
The best is always the
cheapest, eapecially when
the beet is not most ex-
pensive. When you get a
McDougal you get one
that lasts a lifetime.
$18.00 to $28.00
Pay us $1 cash and 50
each week.
Mission Sets
Complete just like cut
$42.50
Only a few left. $ 1 cash, $ 1 each
week.
Morris Chairs
Ours all have the stamp of
quality and comfort on them.
*4 48 fir a handsome one. 81
cash, boe per week.
AGED MINISTERS
The Rev. H. B. Johnston, former-
ly pastor of the Broadway Methodist
churco, of this city, and for four
years presiding elder or the Paducah
district, who has charge of tile laud-
able work of securing homes for the
superannuated ministers of the Mem-
pais conference, has seat out the fol-
lowing call with the request that it
be given prominence by the daily pa-
pers in the bounds of the Memphis
conference:
Superannuate's Home.
To the Brethren of the Conference:
Acting under .tne appointment re-
ceived from Bishop Duncan, I have
written al letters to the brethren In
different places in the conference e  
get them to secure a home for waper-i_
emulate prsachere, their widows and
orphans. I am sure teat if this mat
ter is placed properly before our pm
pie that we will soon have a numbe
of such homes. In no way can we e
quickly provide for these honors
servants of the church. I trust taat ,
lots will, be secured at once in everri
connty for tha purpose. There is no
tax on church property and (111
church insurance Is light. If no ots
is ready to live in these homes, tle
income from rent will help tee,
greatly. With this in view, the•prop
erty ought to be properly located.
Last year a local preacher at Roan
oke. Va.. offered 0500 to each
trkt in the Baltimore conference If.
build snch a home. 'Nat was fon
thousand dollars. Will some one ai
our godly laymen Make a proposition
to this conference? One in each
county - should be found to make a
liberal offer for a home In his county.
Think of the many boys wao have
gone into the .work froin .your coun-
ty, then make a ertmonition in Pro-
portion to tour appreciation of these
men. Some of them are sow old-and
<II e.:•. 13.1 •4001, . aego.e. 
the same place Deed the lot to local
trustees under tee- direction of' the
Memphis Con4rener.
Please rill: your eoUnty papers t•
publish this appeal. Yours,
H. B. JOHNSTON.
P. S.—Since writing the above I
have had two calls for these homes,
one an htnorable superannuate, the
otner the widow of one of 'our young
preachers-. She is anxious to get near
a school to educate her children. Will
the church hear this call. Woo can
estimate the good that might be
Davenports and
Folding Beds
Extension
Tables
$6 will get a strong, sub-
stantial one, extending 6 feet
when open. Get one on
easy payments.
Regardless of which you desire we
have them in large quantity and •
assortment, and give you your
'choice. Pay us S1 cash and $
per week. We handle only the 'standard makes, so guaran-
tee them,
- -- -- --
idone by these homes? Taese calls
show that they are not al; needed by
men whose work is done and can be
located anywhere. H. D. J.
Union City, Tenn.. Jan., 1907.
A process for making rubber from
wheat has been invented.
Tte re were 1,131,2g7 Odd Fellows
In the United States January 1.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
 41111111/ 
Putity under Uncle
Sam's stamp of ap-
proval. Oldest bot-
tling is spring, 1899.
Early Times
Jack Beam
s.old -Most Everywhere. 
....N.M.& I I "
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ItHEUMATTSM.
tese or Back Patna, Swollen Joists
It RED
THROUGH THE 111,0011
By Botanic Blood BRIM tn. B. B.)
There is hope for the most hopeless
case of Rheumatism if the sufferer will
only take Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. )
It invigorates the blood, making it
pure and rich, and destroying .the ac-
tive poison in the blood, which causes
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
Leading Symptoms-Bone pains. sci-
atica or shooting pains up and down
the leg; aching buck or shoulder
blades. swollen joints or swollen mus-
cles; difficulty in moving around so
you have to use crutches; blood thin
or ,skin pale; skin itches and burns.
shifting pains; bad breath; sciatica,
lumbago, gout. etc. • Botanic Blood
rtalm (B. a will remove every
symptom, giving quick relief from the
first dose. and B. B. B. sends a rich
tingling flood of warm., rich, pure blood
direct to the paralyzed nerves, bones
and joints, giving warmth and Strengthjust where It Is needed, and in this
way making a perfect, lasting cure of
Rheumatism In all its forms. B. B. B.
hag made thousands of cures after
mbdicines or doctors have failed to
help or cure.
Weak, Inactive Kidneys-One of the
causes of Rheumatism is due to inac-
tive' kidneys and bladder. B. B. B.
strengthens weak kidneys and bladder,
draining off all diseased mutter and all
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and
naturally.
Botanic Blood Balm ill. B. B.) Is
pleasant and safe to take. Thorougbly
tested for 30 years. Composed of Pure
Botanie ingredients. Strengthens Weak
Stomach, cures Dyspepsia. Price 1111per large bottle, at drug Mores or by
express prepaid. Sample free by writ-
ing ni0041 iii1111114 eo.., Atlanta, Ga. Sold
is Paducah. Ky.
' 
by H. W. Walker & CO.
W. J. Gilbert, Lang Bros., Alvey & blot.
Call or tirlte either store
The Reason.
. In a Fifth avenue Sunday school.
Teacher: "Why must we always
be kind to the poor, Ethel?"
Ethel (slightly mixed): "Because
among the sundry and manifold
changes of this wicked world we
don't know how soon they may be-
come rich."-February Lippincott's.
A- BABY -----
Should be sunshine in the house, and
will be if you give it White's Cream
Viermifuge, the best worm medicine
offered to suffering humanity. This
remedy is becoming the permanent fix,ture of all households. A mother withchildren can't get along without a bot-
tle of White's Cream Vermifuge in thehouse.,
Sold by all druggists.
In Santa Rosa, Cal., is a church
with a seating capacity of 200, which
is built entirely of timber sawed our
of a single redwood tree.
•
WELRY
that will charm eau delight the
judge of fine gems. Rings, Brooch-
ea, Ornamental Combo, Chains.
Bracelets, etc.
WATCHES
for Ladies and Gentlemen, le gold.
silver or gunmetal, Cigarette Cases,
Match Boxes, Cigar CUtters, etc. All
sorts of dainty pieces at silver for inv
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARREN & WARREN.
NEW STATE NOTE1
D. A. Bailey; Prop.
METROPOLIS. ILL.
Fewest and best hotel 11-i the City
Fates $2.00. Two large sample
!o-.nms. Bath rooms. Electric
'guts The only centrally locate/
I otei in the city.
Cossiereisl Person* %kits/.
Cut Prices in Dental WorkAntll
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns $3.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings 75e
Partial Plates $5.00
All work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and luring
It with you, it is worth.$1.00.-
Eech person is limited to one
coupon for each Job of plate or
bridge work only.* Until atter
Apirl 1, '07,
THE
Masquerader
By kATHEMINIE CECIL THUttSTON.
Author of "The Circle." Etc.
Copyright, 1004. by Harper Ce Brother,
(Continued from Yesterday.)
CHAPTER IX.
ODER slept soundly and dream-
lessly in Chileote's canopied
bed. To him the big reoni,
with its severe magnificence,
sucgested nothing of the gloom and
solitude that It held In its owner's
eyes. The ponderous furniture, the
high ceiling, the heavy curtains, un-
changed since the days of Chilcote's
grandfather, all hinted at a far reach-
ing ownership that stirred him. The
ownership was mythical in his regard
and the possessions a mirage, but they
filled the day and surely sufficient for
the day.
That was his frame of mind as he
opened his eyes on the fallowing morn-
ing and lay appreciative of his com-
fort, of the surrounding space, even of
the light that filtered through the cur-
tain chinks, suggestive of a world re-
created. With day all things seemed
Possible to a healthy man. He stretch-
ed his arms luxuriously, delighting in
the glossy smoothness of the sheets.
What was it Chilcote had said? Bet-
ter live for a day than exist for a life-
time. That was true, and life had te-
am). At thirty-six be was to know it
for the first time.
He smiled, but without irony. Mau
is at his best at thirty-six, he mused.
Ile has retained his enthusiasms and
shed his exuberauces; he has learned
what to pick up and what to pass by;
he no longer imagines that to drain a
cup one must taste the dregs. Ile
closed his eyes and stretched again
not his arrds`oely, but ids *hole body. _
The pleasure Of his mental state in-
sisted on a physical expression. Then,
sitting up in bed, he pressed the elec-
tric
Chileete's new valet responded.
"Pull those curtains. Renwick," he
said. "What's the time?" He had
Paseed the ordeal of Renwick's eyes
the night before.
The man was slow, even a little stu-
pid. He drew back the curtains care-
fully, then looked at the small clock on
the dressing tilde. "Eight o'clock, sir.
I didn't expect the bell so early, sir."
Loder felt reproved, and a pause fol-
lowed.
"May I bring your cup of tea. sir?"
net just yet. I'll have a bath
first."
Renwick showed ponderous uncer-
tainty. "Warm, sir?" he hazarded.
"No, cold."
Still perplexed, the man left the
room.
Loder smiled to himself. The chances
of diseovery in that quarter were not
large. Ile was inclined to think that
Chlicote had even overstepped necessi-
ty in the, matter of his valet's dual:lees.
He breakfasted alone, folloWing Chil-
cote's habit, and after breakfast tonna
his way to the study.
As he entered Greening rase wit!'
the same conciliatory haste that he had
shown the flight before.
Lotter nolded to him. "Early at
work?" he saia pleasantly.
The little man showed instant. al-
most ridiculous. relief. "Good morn-
ing, sir." he said. "You, too, are early.
I rather feared your nerves troubled
you after I left last night, far I found
your letters still nhopetted this morn-
ing. But I am glad to see You look so
well."
Loder promptly turned his back to
the light. "Ob, last night's lettere!"
he said. "To tell you the_ truth. Green-
ing, my wife"-his hesitallon was ve^y
slight-"my wife looked me up after
you left, and we gossiped. I clean for-
got the post." He smiled in an ex-
planatory way as he moved to the
leek and picked up the letters.
With Greening's eyes upon him there
was no time for Scruples. With very
creditable coolness he began opening
the envelopes One ley iine. The leftere
were unimportant. and he messed them
one after /mother to the secretary. ex-
periencing a Might thrill of netborlty
as each left his hand. Again the fact
that power fa visible in little things
mune to his mind.
"Give me -my engagement baok.
Greening." he said when the letters
haul been disposed of.
The book that Greening handed him
wee neat In shape and bound. like Chil-
eote'aserrarette ceee, in lizard
Al fader forik it the gold monocrat'
tsj, is" winked at him In the bright
morning light. The incident moved bls
sense of humor. Ile and the book were
eaoperntors In the fraud, it seeneel.
II.. felt an inclination to wink back.
Nevertheless he Opened It with proper
gravity Rini skimmed the pages
The page devoted to the day was al-
most fall. Ion every other line were
Jottings I Chlicoteat irreenlar hand,
and twic4 among the entries appeared
promi rit cress In blue penciling.
toiler's imiterost quickened as hls eye
caught the mark. It bad been agreed
between them that only engtgemente
~initial to Chileote's public life need
be carried through during his nbsence,
end these to save lee confnsion were
to he crossed In blue pencil. The rest,
for tfie most part social claims, were
to he left to cireitinstanee end Loder's
inclintitton, Chile ifeal errntie memory
always netaMetIng for the breaking of
trivial proniimeti.
Tint Leder ,in his -Mew energy was
El
engagement to IuTich "with Firtilde-Trt
the idea of the former his interest
quickened, but at thought of the latter
it quailed momentarily. Had the entry
been a royal command it would have
affected him Infinitely less. For a
space his assurance faltered. Then by
coincidence the recollection of Eve and
Eve's words of last night came back to
alin, and his wind was filled with a
irew sensation.
Because of Chilcote he was despised
by Chileotes wife! There was no de-
nying that In all the pleasant .excite-
went of the adventure that knowledge
had rankled. It came to him now link-
ed with remembrance of the slight re-
luctant touch of her lingers, the faintly
evasive dislike underlying her glance.
It was a trivial thing, but it touched
his pride as a man. That was how he
put it to himself. It wasn't that he
valued this woman's opinion-any wo-
man's opinion. It was merely that it
touched his pride. He turned again to
the window and gazed out, the engage-
ment book still between his hands.
What if he compelled her respect?
What if by his own personality cloak-
ed under I 'hilcote's identity he forced
her to admit his capability? It was a
matter of‘eride, after all-scarcely even
of pride; self respect was a better
word.
Satisfied by his own reasoning, he
turned back into the room.
"See to these letters, Greening," he
said. "And for the rest of the morn-
ing's work you might go on with your
Khorasan notes. I believe we'll all
want every inch of knowledge we can
gut in that quarter before we're mach
older. I'll see you again later." With
a reassuring nod he (Togged the roam-
and paned through the door.
He itmehed with Fraide at his club
and afterward walked with him to
Westminster. The walk and lunch
Were both memorable. In that hour
learned many things that had been
sealed to him before. He tasted his
first draft of real elation. his first drop
of real discomfiture. He saw for the
first time how a great man may con-
descend-how unostentatiously, how
fully, how delightfully. He felt what
tact and kindness perfectly combined
may accomplish, and he burned in-
wardly with a seinke of duplicity that
crushed and elated him .alternately.
He was John Loder, frientilese. penni-
less, with no preseut and no future, yet
he walked down Whitehall in the full
light of day with one of the greatest
statesmen England has known.
Some strangers were being shewu
over the terrace when he and Fraide
reached the house, and, noticing the
open door, the old man paused.
"I never refuse fresh air." he said.
"Sault we take another ,breath of it
before settling down?!' He took' Lo-
der's arm and drew him forward. As
they passed through the doorway the
presinre of his fingers tightened. "I
shell reckon today among my pleasant-
est memories, thilcote." lie said grave-
ly. "I can't explain the feeling, but I
seem to have touched Eve's husband.
the real you, more closely this morning
than I ever did before. It has been a
genulae happiness." He looked up with
the eyes that through all his years of
action and responsibility had remained
80 bright.
But Lotter paled suddenly. anti his
glance turned to the river-wiCe, tnym-
terious, secret Unconsciously Fraide
had staled the illusion. It was not
John Loder who walked here; it was
Chileote-Chlicote with his position, his
eeastituency-his wife. He half extri-
cated his arm. but Entitle held it.
"No," he Raid. "Don't draw away
from me. You hate always been too
reatly to do that. It is: not-often I have
a pleasant- truth to to. I won't be de-
prived of tbe enjoyment."
,"Can the truth ever be pleasant. sir?"
Involuntarily Loder echoed Chileote.
Fraide looked up. Ile was half a
head 'limner than his companion,
though his dignity concealed the feet.
ecbeisote." be said seriously. "give up
cyateism! it is the trademark of fail-
ure. nnd I do not like It in my-
Meads."
Lathe said nothing. The quiet in-
sight of tbe reproof, Its millennia's
kinthess, touched him sharply. le
Hint moment he saw the rails down
LEMON
LOTION
An ideal combination of
boracic acid, glycerine, car-
bolic acid and lemon juice.
Guaranteed to cure chapped
hands, roughness of the skin,
etc.
Prepared and !old by
wlach he had sent his It tie etir of ex-
teLenee spinning, anti the eight daunted
Ilan. The truck was steeper. the gauge
narrower. than he had guessed; there
were curves and sidings upon which
he bad not reckoned. He turned his
aead and met Fraide's glance.
"Don't count too much on me, sir."
he said slowly. "I mieht disappoint
yon again." His TOT broke off on
the last Irsord., for the scam+ lether
voices nail of laughter came to them
across the terrace as a group of two
women and three men passed through
the open door. At a glaace he realized
mat the slighter or the two women
was Eve.
Seeing them, she disengaged herself
faun her party and came quickly for-
ward. He saw her cheeks flush and
Item' eyes brighten pleasantly as they
rested on his coamaniou, but he noticed
also that after her _first cursory glance
she avoided his own direction.
As she came toward them Fralde
drew away his hand in readiness to
greet. her.
"Here comes my godchild!" be said.
'I often wish. Chileote. that I could
443 away with the prefix." He added
the last words in an undertone as he
reached them, then be responded
warmly to her smile,
"What!" he said. "Turning the ter-
race hata the garden of Eden in Jan-
uary! We cannot allow this."
Eve laughed. "Blaine Lady Sarah!"
ebe said. "We met at lunch, and she
carried we off. Needle's to say
hadn't to ask where."
They both laughed, and Lotter joined,
a little uncertainly. Ile had yet to
learn that the devotiou of Fraide 'and
his wife was a long standing jest in
their particular set.
At the sound of his tardy laugh Eve
turned to bum. "I hope I didn't rob you
of all sleep last night." she said. "I
caught him In his dem" she explained,
turning to Fraide, "and invaded it most
courageously. I believe we talked
till 2"
Again Loiter noticred how quickly she
looked front him to Weide. The kuowl-
eige roused his self 'assertion.
"I had an excellent night," he said.
"Da I look as if I hadn't slept?"
Somewhat slowly and reluctantly
Eve looked back. "No." she said truth-
fully and with a faint surprise that to
Loder seemed the first genuine emotion
she had shown regarding Win. -No, I
don't think I ever ittiw you look So
well." She was quite um-on-teams and
very charming as she made the admis-
sion. It struck Imier that her coloring
of hair and eyes gained by dayligin-
were brighteued and vivified by tbeir
setting of somber river anti somber
stone.
Prattle smiled at her affectionately.
then leaked at Loden "C'hilcote has
got a new lease of nervete Eve," he
- -aid quietly. "And I-believe- I have
got a net.: henchman. But I see may
vIfe bte,kening to ire. I must have a
word with her before she tilts away.
May I be excused?" Ile made a cour-
teous 'gesture of apology, then maned
at Eve.
Sae looked. after him aui he waved
away. "I sometimes wonder what. I
should elo if anything Were tea helipsjea
ea the Prattles," the said, a little wist-
fully. Then almost at once she laugh-
I. as if regretting her hapuisiveneea
"You heard what ha said." she went op
In u different voice. "Atm I really to
sengratutate you':"
The change of tune stung toiler uu-
aeeanatably. -WM you always disbe-
lieve in me?" he asked.
WIthOut anewering, she walked slow-
ly across the deserted terrace and,
!musing by the parapet, laid, her hand
on the stonework. Still in silence, she
looked out across the rieer.
Lolar had followed closely. Again
her aloofness seemed a challenge.
"Will you always disbelieve in me?" he
repeated.
At last she looked up at him slowly.
"Have you ever given me cause to
believe?" she asked in a quiet tone.
To this truth he found no answer,
thotigh the subdued Incredulity nettled
him afresh.
Prompted to a further effort, he spoke
again. "Patience is necessary. with
every person and every circumstance."
he said. "We've all got to wait and
see."
She did not lower her gaze tut he
spoke, and there seemed to him some-
thing disconcerting lu the clear, candid
blue of her eyes. With a sudden dread
of her next words, he moved forward
and laid his hatul beside herivea the
parapet.
"Patience is needed for every one," he
repeated qalekly. "Sometimes a man
is like n bit of wreckage. Ile drifts
jilt seine_ fierce strouger then hituself
gets in his way nod storm bine" lie
looked wain tit her face. Tie /warmly
knew *lint be was saying. Ile only
felt that he was it men in an egregious-
ly false position, trying stupidly to jus-
tify himself. "Don't you believe that
flotsam can sometimes be washed
ashore?" be asked.
High above them Big lien chimed the
hour.
Eve raised her head. It almost iteem.
el to him that he could see her answer
trembling on her lips. Then the voice
of Lady Sarah }snide came cheerfully
from behind them.
"Eve!" she called. "Eve! We must
fly. It's absolutely 3 o'clock!"
(To be OnattelielL)
A PITITCH TM 'Vials
Will save nine. So will a bottle or
Sallard's Horehound Syrup always kept
on hand save many it spell of sickness.
A sure cure for Coughs, Colds. Bron-
chitis and Whooping Coneh. Mrs. 14-,
Hot Springs, Ark.. writes: "I keep a
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup in
my medicine cheat and thank my fore-
thought many times. It has prevented
many severe •peltri of sickness"
Bold by all druggists.
Friead -"They say that the late*
dISSS,•. is auto sore throat from the
(hist Ils‘e ‘00 td It?" Motorist-
LIMOOT
WANTS AN EARLY TRIAL FOR,
KILLING OF ROY SLOAN.
Third Time for Him, as dory Dies-
weed in Two Former
Trials.
Memphis Feb. 11.- Application
for 'an eerie setting of the Will Light-
foot murder case was made to the
criminal court Saturday by Attor-
neys Charles E. Hunt and James G.
Reasonover representing the prison-
er.
Lightfoot,. a negro, is charged with
having killed Roy Sloan, a white
man, in Januaiy, 1904. The negro
was arrested January 17, 1904, ana
has been in jail since. He has been
tried on the charge three times, be-
ing twice convicted and sentenced to
hang,but securing reversals from the
supreme court and getting a mistrial
on the :ast hearing.
Motion for a new trial for Conte!-
*WON rrN.
Plenty of Them in Paducah and
Good. Reason 'for It.
Wouldn't any woman be happy,
after years of backache ituffering,
Day § of misery, nights of unrest.,
The, distress of urinarytroubies,
•She fluds relief and cure?
No reason why any Paducah readel
er
Should suffer in the fate of evi-
dence like this:
Mrs. Martha Hamliton, of 610
Tennessee street, says: "If I con-
tracted a cold which settled ip my
kidneys, it brought a severe attack
of inflamination of the kidneys and
ever afterwards I was subject to pain
across my back, a:though I treed ev-
ery precaution to prevent it. When
the attacks were at their height I
was prostrated and had to remain in
bed sometimes. One day I noticed
Doan's Kidney Pills advertised for
just such conditions as mine. It oc-
curred to me that they might -do me
some good, se I procured a box at
A:vey & List's drug store. They help-
ed me from the start. The dull ach-
ing across the small of the back fi-
nally disappeared, the pain in my
la Farrow, convicted of assault rani imuscies and ;egs disappeared and ;M-l-.battery, with a sentence of $25 fine zieess which accompanied it leftana
and sixty days in the workhouse and
of carrying a pistol, with a sentence
of $50 fine and eleven months and
twenty-nine days in the workhouse,
was overruled by Judge Moss Satur-
day.
4
NEW lUBSCIURFREL
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Co.
pany today:
16,67-Fr!edmen, Italie real.
dance, 4,19 N arth Ses cut h.
16115- -Jobnst on , Geo. M.., res.-
&once, 613 Clay.
903-r-Noihaus, John, reside‘ice,
Eighth and Husbands.
11177-Geagan, R., Reeidenee 4:14
Clay street.
We have in ti's erty over 3,000 sub-
Wribers or five taxies as many as the
Independent compaey; outside the
city and within the county we have
OE times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is snpposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
`fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call 300 for furuier inforpatioa.
WEEK'S EVENTS.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.since I have been only too pleased to r
tell friends and acquaintances about '
the result I obtained from using
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the United
, and take no other.
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The forecaet of the week's events
by the Associated Press follows:
At -the close of last week in eon-
A.sr z4V7, -
STEINER CLYDE
e States. 
J•eaves Paducah For Tennessee RiverRemember the name- Doan's - Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
.4. W. WRIGHT, Master
  EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for Invoice charges unless collectea
by the clerk o the boat.
gres.s the naval approprietion bill was
under consederatiou in the -house and
the army bill in the senate. Both
will he carried forward this vueek.
In the house the postotlice appropria-
tion bill will be the next to reesive
attention, while in the senate -the Dis-
trict efiefacauliallel ,er bill will follow the
army budget and in turn be followed
by the agricultural appropriation
Senator Lodge will make an effort
Tuesday to secure consideration cf
the Philippine agricultural hank
bill,
The trial of Harry K. Thaw will
be resumed, with the defendant's
wife on the stand probably on Tues-
day. District Attorney Jerome prob-
ably will begin his cross-examination
of Mrs. Thaw on Wedneeday.
Lincoln's birthday, February 12,
will he observed throughout the coun-
try and a number of notable dinnere
haee been arranged. Vice President
Fairbanks will speak in Baltimore.
In Boston Tuesday evening, Repre-
sentative Julius Kahn, of California,
wi:i argue in favor of excluding Jap-
anese coolies.
Tile British parliament will he re-
aseembled February 12 In the pres-
ence of King Edward and Qtreen
Alexandria at a full state ceremonial
The roopening has aroused intense
Interest In London as the govern-
ment intends to inaugurate measures
to check the powers of the 'house of
lords.
Thursday the National Woman's
Suffrage association will meet In con-
vention in Chicago. On the same day
the National Reform convention will
meet in Harrisburg, Pa.
Machinery Used in Building the Pyra-
mids.
Hoisting-machines were used in
both Assyria and Egypt six thousand
or more years ago. In order to hoist
the great stones or the pyramids.
some form of derrick was employed.
Probably the first construction was
that which is now knovim to mechan-
ic!, as the shear-legs, says Charles H
Cocrane, in the February "Circle"
magazine. This Is made by two
great timbers tied together in the
form of a Capital A, the two -ends
resting on the ground and a rope be-
ing run over and attached at the top.
With one of these the pyramid-build-
ers could have raised large stones
step by step, which was doubtless
their method. We can imagine we
see the great A-frame leaning ovei
an incline of perhaps fifty degrees.
with a block of stone tied on. Then
a great crowd of men got bold of the
rope on the opposite side, perhaps
assisted by some draft oxen, and all
strain and pull until tne A-frame
stands erect and the stone is swung
up into the air, where it can be push-
ed into the desired place. Such a
contrivance could be used to lift
stones six or eight feet, whica was
milbeent for the•construction of the
first pyramid. Doubtless, better
hoisting clevices were constructed an
more pyramids were built.
"Is !Joni, husband up vet?" asked
the early caller of the sour-faced wo-
man at the door. "I' expect he is,"
was the reply. "I'd like to see him
for a few minutes." "So would I. He
hasn't come home yet."- Milwaukee
RAIL ACCIDENTS ON INCREASE.
Total Casualties of 194450 in Quarter
Ending September 30, 1000.
- Washington, Feb. 9.-Fballroad
accidents in the United States are
DRAUGHON't
gaikinea`Colleya
by she interstate commerce commie- esnsge• au 16 butes. POSITIONS so
&ion, covering the three montha. end-
rapidly increasing, aeording to Ac-
cident Buletin No. 21, iseued todai
lalire..eqllt.orh,,u,;:`''jre're BEST. esti or *me tor
MOW, 312-316 gruffer, ort1IMMIU.1
(Incorporated.)
RE. PsIZIDEcoDrivix.:30 yteositch 
it-.
ed September 30, 19.06. In view oif
the known accidents during the last "icy" 
three months, when more than loll
passengers were killed within a
week, the commission expects that
the figures of the next quarter wild
be still larger.
Today's bulletin' gives the total
number of casualties to passengers
end employes on duty as loateate
against 1C,937 in the preceeding
three months. The number of pas-
sengers and employes killed in train
accidents was 627, against 19b in the;
preceding three months. There were!
1,891 co:lisions and 1,781 derail-
ments, of which 269 collisions and
2,01 derailments affected Passenger
EVANSVILLE,trains. The damage to cars, en-
gines and roadway amounted to $2,-
9-32,760.
The number of passengers killed
was 52 in the quarter. The number
Evansville and Paducahof employes killed in coupling and
uneoupang oars alld engines was 81.
an increase of. 13 over the last gnat-
ter.
Dr. King's
New Disoovery
Prlee
FOR 
ONSUMPII011 
OUGHS and SOc &S1.00
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest ...Lid Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUE, -
LES, or MONEY BACK.
PADUCAH AND
CAM() LINE.
(Incorporated)
Regular as the Sun."
is an expressiar, as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of the
sun is the most regular performance
In the universe, unless it Is the action
of the liver and bowels when regulat-
ed with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
e-anteed by all druggists. 50c.
Oak Dale Hotel
bAr cot) k port, I
Rates SI a D. Even thing 0 K
hrs. I. A. ladtess, Proprietress
Henry Mammen,
Packets.
(Daia Except Sunday.)
Steamers Jut Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah far Trans-
Cite and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evargiville and
return, $4.e0. Elegant music on the
boat. Tab; unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at S a. m, sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or wItaout meals
and room. Good music and table un-
ii Surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Book Binding, Bank Work, Le 
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, ati s
irowler-Crumbs.ugla & °Mee.
Itsioorod to Third old lootacky.
KiLLTHE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH
and Lihowee Wm.* iromalh,
Both phone- No. 33.
10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE
ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold
ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st
BUY NOW
—
at _mbar, ulb.
• 
.
Dr. hint Brooks
DEN tikiT
Sixth And Broadway,
fresh and greater tests' grew with In-
itahrehee. He., /manned the two lines
with eage s. The brat Was an In-
terview CINISItn. one of Chit
eote's stlp. • ere In ark: the other an
McPherson's
Fovrtk and Broadway
'Nat
from being burnieel out."
Twenty mtnntes of rain in a yee.,
In Franes the average Olin of life DI some times all bat Southern
is now 1r/wen years lot,* than it was Egypt gets, and there is no dew In
slaty years age, that. country,
Paducah Light Power Co.
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SECOND ATTEMPT
PROVES SUCCESS
Burglars Secure 831). From L.
F. Hugg's Drug Store
Frightened Away Ouce, They Return
s and, After Preparing for Escape,
Rifle Phan..
OVERLOOK THREE HUNDRED.
Persistent but carless thiev.e; alter
one futile attempt to rob L. F. Htigg's
drug store, Twelfth and Monroe
streets, returned Sunday morning be-
tween 2 and 3 o'cleck,and.took $40
from the cash register, but overlooked
$3.00 In small iron safe whish they
broke open. The register was taken
into the back yard where it was re-
duced to a worthless heap of scrap
iron. The thieves had opened both
rear and front doors and raised sev-
eral windows to make sure of escape
In ease they were detected.
Dr. Hugg lives next door to his
drug store. Sunday morning about
12:3S) o'clock Mrs. Hugg was awak-
ened. She aroused her husband and
they discovered burglars had entered
the store by raising a back window.
They made a noise and the thieves
fled. Dr. Hugg,silosed the store and
made sure of the window bolts, re-
tiring shortly after several policemen,
who were summoned, arrived.
Between 2 and 3 o'clock Mrs.
Hugg was agaiu disturbed, but did
not think the burglars had returned.
This morning when Dr. Hugg arose
he funnel another attempt had been
successful.
Lying in the back yard was the de-
molished cash register. The front
and back doors were standing open
and the rear window was up. The lit-
tle iron safe where $30-0 was stored,
was standing open, a pick having
been teed in arising the door open,
but the money was intact, having
been overlooked. One express money
order book was gone, and the easn
drawers rifted. The only money se-
cured was $40 from the cash regis-
ter.
Dr. Hugg made a careful examina-
tion of hie steel( and found that only
money had been taken, thee-seeming
to be the object of the thieves. Chief
of Police James Collins assigned, De-
tectives Moore and Baker to the case.
MILLIONAIRES ONLY.
At the present time we are repro-
sented in European countries by
seven ambassadors, of weonn six are
very wealthy—the exception being
Henry White, our envoy at Rome.
Whitelaw Reid, as everybody knows,
is a multi-milliontire; so likewise is
Robert S. McCormick, at Paris:, and
the same may said of George V. L.
Meyer, at St. Petersburg. Cluirle-
magne Tower at Berlin: Charles S.
Francis at Vienna; and John G. H.
Leishman, at Constantinople, are all
three ricit men.
Unfortunately, under present con-
ditions, the highest appointments in
our diplomatic service are of necessi-
ty almost restricted to .millionaires,
simply because men of moderate
means cannot afford to acct them.
It is a fact well known that John C.
New refused the English mission a
few years ago, on the ground that it
would ruin him financially, accept-
ing instead the place of consul-gener-
al at London, which pant film thirty-
five thousand dollars a year, with no
Incidental obligation to entertain ex-
pensively. To .show nonor to Alive
--Roosevelt Lonaworth a.nd her hue-
hand, a few months ago, Whitelaw
Reid spent a sum equal to his salary
for a twelve-month ($17,500) on
festivities covering two days. It was
an exceptional case, or course, but
even the ordinary social demands
upon an ambassador make a fright-
ful drain nnon his purse.
The situation Is especialy to be la-
mented because we hat'', in this coun-
try no orders of knighthood, no, no-
biliary iltles. and not even any deeof-
ations w-hien may be conferred upon
persons eminent in letters of science.
or who have done something note-
worthy for the state—for which
reason it te- most desirable, that the
chief executive should be able to be-
stow ambassadorships, or other high
diplematic appointments, in such
cages as expressions of approval and
esteem by the people, witnout refer-
ence to the wealthy: or poverty of the
deservirg recipient of the honor --
Rene ilethe in February Lippineottis.
"Walking through this betel re-
mInd, me of Measuring a vulture."
"How so?" ,
_ -set;igliire*etaIkielte-iksgas-11-2--top."—t ast 
ngten 
 
Prato.
' If you cannot say no to many tri-
flat you will never way yeti to any
snot triennia.— Chicago Tribuoe.
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
The sale a the famous Pepper
farm and horses was held at Lexing-
ton and John E. Madden paid the top
price for the stock, paying $4,000
for the thoroughbred mart Lady Pepe
per. A tarve 'number of men inter-
ested in the Kentucks turf attended
the sale.
The Ohio Val' Improvement as-
sociation has sent a letter to Chair-
man Burton of the house rivers and
harbors committee, protestingagainst
the meager provisions for Ohio river
improvement in the measure now
pending in congress.
The new building of the Carnegie
Institute, which has been erected by
Andrew Carnegie, at Pittsburg at a
coat of $6,000,000, will be dedicated
with impressive public ceremonies.
Dr. E. H. Merwin, aged 38, and
Miss Hattie Slater, a patient, were
found dead in Merwin'e office in Kan-
sas City, both having been shot. It is
believed Miss Slater did the shooting.
Jesse Fitzgerald condemned to be
hanged next Friday, at Barbourville,
Was baptized in a bathtub in the Lex-
ington jai' it being necessary to dou-
ble up his legs to get him inside the
tub.
Interstate Commerce Commission-
er Clements closed the grain rate
hearing in St. Louis. He will arrive
In Louisville to resume his inquiry.
Two 'Baptist ministers are candi-
dates for the Republican nomination
for the Kentucky legislature from the
district composed of Knox and Whit-
ley' counties.
The battleship Ohio, flagship of
the fourth battleship division of the
At:antic fleet, sailed from Hampton
Roads for Guantanamo yesterday to
Join the ships under Admiral Evans.
Sentiment is developing among
the Democratic senators to allow a
vote on the San Domingo treaty and
an extra session of congress may not
be necessary.
Two prisoners in the Lawrence-
burg, Ind., jail attacked the jailer in
an effort to escape. Their plans were
thwarted by the timely arrival of a
constable,
Gov. Ansel. of Routh Carolina, has
removed from office three directors
of the state dispensary who are ,
charged with misconduct and neglect
of duty.
The death is announced in London
of Countess Cadogan, who was Lady
Beatrix Jane Craven, fourth daugh-
ter of the second Earl of Craven.
'Three sailors from the battleship
Louisiana came to Washington and
presented Mrs. Roosevelt with a sil-
ver loving cup.
Two negroes are thought to be
buried under several carloads of coal.
piled up in a wreck on the C. and 0.
railroad near Owingsville.
The first half of the Indiana legis-
lative session came to a close, after
six laws had been passed, at a total
cost of $60,000.
Three men were killed- and several
Injured in the collapse of the ruins
of a burned building at Odebolt, Ia.
"The investigation Of the BroWns-
ville affair by the senate committee
may extend well into the summer.
Former Gov. D. R. Francis, of
Missouri, testified yesterday in the
Bailey investigation at Austin, Tex.
Gov. Little, of Arkansas, is seri-
ously ill of heart trouble.
LAFAYETTE YOUNG IN ACCIDENT
Iowa Editor Slightly Hurt in Collis-
ion at Hot Springs.
I-Ibt _Springs, Ark., Feb. 11.—Lra-
fayette Young, editor of the Des
Moines Capital, who nominated Roose
vett for vice president and who was
also a member of the Taft party to
Japan, was in a bus last night when it
collided with a street par. Colonel
Young's hand was slightly Cut by
breaking glass.
It is stated that the distribution
of $32,235 among the unemployed
of London was done at an expense
of $74,750. .
The Chipmunk lays by stores anti
sleeps from mid-November to -tpring.
'he first steel nem was made in
183;0
A woMan talks about herself—or
about some other woman.
This cap saves stove trouble
and expense
It's the little worries of life which kill—it's the
little kitchen troubles which cause the busy house•
wife worlds of unnecessary labor and inconvenience..
In the ordinary stoves, a solid—and far too often
a frail column of iron is used to support the stove-
top. This support—because it twist of necessity
come into immediate contact with the tire—expands
when the stove is put into operation—and leaves a
bulging, warped and uneven top.
In a Buck's stove this disadvantage is done away
with by the expansion cap—here shown—which is
exkra large, expands, and allows the stove-top to set-
tle back into its proper position.
Another reason why you should own a Buck's.
There are nearly one hundred more, Let us tell
you about them—today.
TRADEWATER AND PITTSBURG
GOAL
Lump 15c Per Bu. Nut 14c Per Bu.
"Every Lump Elurns to Ashes."
Good service and prompt delivery.
Office and Elevator Second and Ohio Sts.
Both Phones 254
West Kentucky Coal Co.
.1141.1IM n cz.orporekt oc.1
C. M. Riker, Manager.
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish is Deposed
as Leader of New York's Society
New Yuri:, Feb. 11.—Edward Har-
riman did more than deprive Stuy-
vesant FLsh of an income when he
deposed that gentleman from the
presidency of the Illinois Central
railroad. He dealt a body blow at so-
cial supremacy of Mrs. Stuyvesant
Fish, from which she has been de-
voting all her talents to recover her-
self.
What is said to "nave been the con-
clusive test esf Mrs. Fish's standing
in the smart set came Tuesday night,
when elle gave- a dinner at her home
in East Seventy-eighth street. Sixty
eersons were present, but not an As-
tor, not a Vanderbilt, not a Goelet,
not a Rhinelander, not a Schermer-
horn, not a Wilson, All of these
stand in the front rank of New York
smart set, but they were not among
the guests.
Working for Daughters.
Edward H. Harriman himself is
not socially aspiring. But he is in-
tensely interested in having his
daughters "break. into" the "400." It
was a simple enough matter.. Stuy-
vesant Fish was president of the Illi-
nois Central in which Harriman was
a director. Mrs. Fish was an undoubt"
ed leader in society. What more easy
than to have Mrs. Fish take the Miss"
e3 Harriman under her wing and
bring them within the charmed cir-
cle?
But, Mrs. Fish flatly refused. She
put her foot down hard and said that
the Misses Harriman must stay out-
so Harriman gave up the at-
tempt in behalf of ills daughters and
bided his time. That came in Novem-
ber when he deposed Fish as presi-
dent of the Illinois Central.
In the Illinois Central - directorate
are some men socially powerful in
society here. They are Cornelius Van-
derbilt. John Jacob Astor and Robert
Walton Goelet. It was through Mrs.
Fish's influence that these three men
were placed on the Illinois Central
hoard. Mrs. Fish rtgntly concluded
that they would be helpful to her so-
'When the fight in the Illinois Cen-
tral came in November of last year
and Harriman decided that Fish
muse go, how did these friends of
Mrs. Fish line up?
Votes Lost to Fish.
The three voted against Fish and
for Harahan. Harriman had got. his
revenge and Mrs. Fish's social su-
premacy began to wane. Since then,
her stock has declined steadily.1 Mrs. Fish's one great ambition, it
l is said, has been to succeed Mrs. As-
tor as the leader of the "400."
The one thing that Mrs. F:sh lack-
ed was tact. Diplomacy is not one of
her accomplishments. When she be-
came confronted with the task of tak
1
-lug up the daughters of Harriman,
who held her husband's fate in his
hands, she blundered.
The Harrimans have been very ac-
tive socially this season. Persons
high in society have been bidden to
the Harriman affairs and society has
responded. At some of the recent af-
fairs which were especially notable
for the number of society leaders in
attendance the name of Mrs. Fish '
was not included.
Mrs. Slummer—My poor woman!
Does your husband always drink like
this?
Mrs. Hogan—No, mum. Sometimes
I gets out of work.—Life.
The Iron Age.
The development of the iron and
steel industry during the last quar-
ter of a century is one of the most
striking facts of the time. In 1880
the total output of pig iron through-
out the world was 18,-50.0,0-00 ' tons.
Of this total England furnished 7,-
75-0,000' tons and the United States
4,0,00,01141._„, Germany _eupps.ied 2,-
5114,70TO-tons. The estimates for last
year show a 'total output of about
60,000,000 tons, with this country in
the lead as a producer. Our output
approximated 25,0 ON) ,0 Od tons, or
one-third More than the wonld's total
supply he 1880. Germany *increased
to 11,75d,Ond tons and England to
1,0,2i54),0 0O tone—New York Sun.
The first steel plate wee made in
1830.
Valentines
Comic. Celluloid and Silk Novelties,
postal cards and dainty little remembrances for St.
Valentine's day. Come early to secure choice se-
lection.
We offer some especially fine values in postal card
albums from 20c to $2.00.
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Mao
At Harbour's Department Store.
4.110•116,..t
Roy L. Culley & Co.
announce the arrival of their
Spring Headwear
and request the pleasure of showing
you their confined styles at
your convenience.
Distributors fir
routnan'5, Kent,
,(.t!tron Hats.
rwiloweirsmar....1411*10.4111P011 1110.401.atis--wrift. *11.4 0-1■11r.40"1141ft.40
r4111 *I0.4+0'...11■64,
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